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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

 

A relatively small percentage of village household members (19%) and CFi household members (21%) 

consider themselves to be full-time fishers. A similarly small percentage of village household members 

(15%) and CFI household members (16%) consider themselves to be part-time fishers. All households 

and CFi households report that the main sources of household income comes from a mix of fishing 

and agriculture practices (crops, orchards, livestock), although CFi households report slightly more 

income from fishing than agriculture practices. Among CFi households, 29% report fishing as their 

primary source of household income with the highest amount coming during the season of May to 

July, the dry season. Only 3% of all households and CFi households report doing aquaculture. Fifty-

nine percent (59%) of all households and 39% of CFi households process fish.  

 

Both all households and CFi households report that 72% of their protein comes from fish. However, 

more than 80% of the households report that there is not enough fish to meet their family needs 

during all seasons of the year. More than 60% of households report that there is not enough meat to 

meet their family needs during all seasons of the year. More than 90% of all households and CFi 

households eat fish 3 – 7 times per week.  

 

On average, the CFi households report that there are three CFi meetings per year. Seventy-nine 

percent of CFi households report satisfactory participation in the CFi. The Community Fisheries 

Committee (CFC) coordinates their activities with the commune council or Fisheries Cantonment. 

Forty-one percent  of CFi households report that the CFi seeks funding for the CFi and 62% report that 

they are successful in obtaining funding from such sources as NGOs and individuals. Fifty-six percent 

report that the CFC manages the CFi finances well. Eighty-one percent feel that the CFC makes 

decisions in a transparent manner. Eighty-two percent of CFi households report that the CFi benefits 

them both socially and economically by increasing fish catch, providing alternative livelihoods and 

opening up more markets for their fish catch.  

 

Seventy-two percent of CFi households report that there is conflict in the fishery. This is a result of 

illegal fishing (electrofishing, gillnets, bed nets), competition for resources, outside the community 

fishers fishing in the CFi, and patrols confronting illegal fishers. Thirty-one percent feel that the CFi 

helps to reduce conflict. Thirty-two percent report that the CFi has a mechanism to resolve conflict.  

Eighty-eight percent of households report that illegal fishing is a problem. Ninety-one percent (91%) 

feel that government is taking action to reduce illegal fishing and 89% report that the CFC is taking 

action to reduce illegal fishing. Thirty-seven percent report that illegal fishing has decreased, 31% that 

it has increased, and 23% that it has stayed the same. Eighty-two percent report that enforcement has 

been taken to address illegal fishing. Seventy-four percent report that some people do obey the fishing 

rules.  
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Ninety-one percent of CFi households report that fish catch has declined in the last five years. More 

than 50% report that the condition of the fishery is bad. This is a result of illegal fishing, increased 

fishing pressure and fishing in the breeding season. Seventy-eight percent (78%) feel that conservation 

areas are good. Sixty-four percent report that the CFi has improved the fish stock. Eighty-nine percent 

report that the CFi has improved fisheries management. Seventy-six percent feel that the CFi has 

improved fish habitats. Among CFi households, 48% expect that the fishery will maintain its current 

level of productivity over the next five years. The main threats to the fishery include electrofishing, 

illegal fishing gears and practices, and population growth. The suggested approaches to improve 

fisheries management include prevent illegal fishing, more conservation areas, and more patrolling 

and enforcement.  

 

Eighty-four percent of CFi households report that the CFi has by-laws and internal regulations; 77% 

report having identified boundaries and map of the community fishing area; 74% report having a 

community fishing area agreement; 54% report that the CFi is registered and recognized by MAFF; 

66% report that there is a community fishing area management plan; 71% report that there are rules 

and regulations against illegal fishing; and 69% report having a conservation area.  

 

The CFi households reported that participation of women needs to more supported and encouraged, 

there needs to more education and training on gender, and more meetings and workshops to 

encourage participation. The CFi households reported that participation of indigenous people needs 

to be supported and encouraged through more education and training on indigenous people for more 

understanding and more meetings and workshops to encourage participation.  

 

 

The following recommendations should be considered during project implementation:  

 

1. A priority should be to provide support to continue to diversify livelihoods of all households 

as fishing is a livelihood and income source for a small percentage of the households and all 

households rely on a mix of livelihood and income sources, such as agriculture.  

2. Improved fisheries management is critical to be able to maintain food security for households 

as a majority of households report not having enough fish to meet their needs. 

3. The CFis are considered to be working well and provide benefits to members. The CFis capacity 

to manage the fisheries and to serve its members needs to be strengthened on administration 

(i.e. funding, CFC roles and responsibilities) and fisheries management. 

4. Conflict is an important issue and capacity building on conflict management and dispute 

resolution is needed by the CFi members and the CFC. 

5. Illegal fishing is considered to be the most important fisheries issue. Increased capacity 

building and resources need to be put into enforcement and compliance activities.  

6. It is recommended to enhance the participation of women and indigenous people in all CFi 

activities and as members of the CFC.    
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The objective of the Mekong Integrated Water Resources Management Phase III project (M-IWRM III) 

is to enhance Cambodia’s institutional capacity and infrastructure to sustainably manage its water and 

fishery resources in the northeast of Cambodia, and thus more effectively engage in trans-boundary 

water management. The project is implemented in the Mekong River Basin at the Northeast of 

Cambodia and the implementation duration of the project is 5 years (2016-2020).  

The Project consists of two components:  

 

1) Component 1: Support for Fisheries and Aquatic Resources Management in Northern Cambodia 

managed by IFReDI/FiA as Implementing Agency.  

2) Component 2: Support for River Basin Management in the 3S sub-basin and 4P sub-basin and 

Coordination with riparian Countries in Northern Cambodia managed by CNMC as Implementing 

Agency.  

 

Component 1 has the following general objectives:  

 

 establishment of community-based fisheries management organizations including 

development of fisheries management plans and demonstration of supplementary livelihood 

activities;  

 strengthening public sector fishery management including monitoring, enforcement of 

regulations, and supporting indigenous species aquaculture and stocking.  

 Providing support for local government capacity building and rural infrastructure. 

 

Among natural resources in the Mekong River, capture fisheries are of particular importance for the 

communities along the Mekong and its tributaries. With the river’s large flood pulse, abundant 

wetlands and estuaries, fisheries in the Mekong have been productive, and have always been the main 

livelihood for the local population. Based on Mekong River Commission (MRC) estimates, capture 

fisheries in the Mekong are valued at US$2-3 billion. Reportedly, more than two-thirds of about 800 

fish species migrate between the Mekong Delta in Vietnam and northern Lao PDR, and all species are 

significantly affected by flow regimes and water quality. In this context, fisheries management is 

considered to be a part of the larger water resources management in the Mekong Basin.  

 

This component, managed by IFReDI/FiA, aims to establish sound fisheries management in the 

mainstream Mekong between Kratie and Stung Treng in Northern Cambodia where a significant 

number of critical habitats are located.  

 

The key stakeholders involved with this component are: The Fisheries Administration (FiA), The 

Ministry of Water Resources and Meteorology (MOWRAM), provincial FiA, fishing communities, 

technical institutions, community groups, and civil society organizations.    
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In order to assess the overall performance of the project, a Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) system 

was put in place. This M&E includes a component on the impact of the project activities on 

socioeconomics, governance and ecological performance of Community Fisheries (CFi). This implies a 

comparison of the situation in each CFi at time t0  in particular at the beginning of the project  and at 

time tn  in particular at the end of the project.  

 

The present document is focused on project performance, i.e. on the specific questions the M&E must 

answer in order to assess intervention benefits and progress towards fully functional CFi. As previously 

mentioned, the two main objectives of these questions are: 

i) to assess the situation in each CFi, based on questionnaires in the households of the 

villages featuring a CFi; 

ii) to compare for each CFi the situation at the beginning and at the end of the project. 

the overall question being:  
iii) what has been the impact of the project in the 70 target CFi?  

 

The Methods section below describes the methodology for data analysis, then individual questions 

and answers are detailed. 

 

 

2. METHOD 

 

The baseline survey was undertaken between September 2017 and October 2018. The following steps 

were undertaken during the baseline survey:  

 

1. Preparatory activities – August to September 2017 

2. Development of questionnaire, coding and database creation– September 2017 

3. Training of interviewers (19 provincial fisheries officers from the two provinces) and 

questionnaire pre-test– September 2017 

4. Field data collection – October to December 2017 

5. Data encoding – January to April 2018 

6. Development of book of M&E questions for analysis – May 2018 

7. Data analysis – June to September 2018 

8. Report preparation – September to October 2018 

 

During the preparatory activities the objective of the study was defined, the study area and 

community fisheries were identified, the indicators were defined, and the survey team was identified.  

 

The monitoring required the development of a baseline survey initiated before the project started its 

assistance activities at the CFi level. The questionnaire of that baseline survey is also the questionnaire 

for the monitoring of CFI (see the companion report “Questionnaire for the monitoring of Community 

Fisheries”). Each questionnaire is designed at the household level, with a representative number of 

households surveyed in each CFI; then results about the CFI can be inferred from the sample of CFI 

households. A copy of the questionnaire is presented in Appendix 1.  
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To take advantage of the substantial sampling effort, the questionnaire was designed with a larger 

scope than just ex-ante / ex-post assessment. It includes in particular a number of questions that go 

beyond the mere project M&E, to also inform the Gender and Safeguards components of the project 

and potentially allow students and researchers to undertake larger assessments and research studies 

(e.g. explanatory analyses about the different trajectories of CFI depending on village wealth, 

composition, or gender proportions). 

 

 
Figure 1: Relevance of the baseline survey to several analyses 

 

During the baseline, the households surveyed were members of the CFI or not (769 households were 

members of a CFI, 431 were not). This implies distinguishing, as was done below, which questions 

should be analyzed for CFI members only (typically in relation to fishing or CFI functioning) and which 

questions can be analyzed for all village households (typically in relation to environment or resource 

availability). By default, the data analyst averaged the answers from different households belonging 

to a given group. 

 

It is also important to distinguish questions at time t in the survey questionnaire (e.g. “How many 

women are there in your CFI”) from questions required for the M&E as a before/after comparison 

(e.g. “Has the proportion of women in CFI progressed between the beginning and the end of the 

project?”). In this example, preparing answers to the M & E questions implied: 

- moving from answers to questions at the household level (in questionnaires) to answers to 

questions at the CFI level; 

- converting numbers (in household questionnaires) into proportions (in CFI). 

 

Ten classes of indicators were used in this study to analyze the impacts of the project:  fishing, 

aquaculture and processing activities; income; food and nutrition; CFI governance; gender and 

indigenous people; satisfaction about CFI management; and perceived social and environmental 

benefits from management. 

 

  

BASELINE 
SURVEY

M & E
BASELINE 
SURVEY
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In total, the monitoring and evaluation was done using 59 indicators: 

 Fishing activities: 6 indicators 

 Aquaculture activities: 5 indicators 

 Processing activities: 2 indicators 

 Income: 7 indicators (including indicator about fishing, aquaculture and processing)  

 Food and nutrition: 8 indicators 

 CFI governance: 13 indicators 

 Gender and indigenous people: 5 indicators 

 Satisfaction about CFI management: 4 indicators 

 Social and environmental benefits from management: 9 indicators 

This is supplemented with questions about extension services as part of the FiA’s contribution to co-

management. 

 

The total sample size was 1200 households. The sample size was determined as the maximum number 

doable given project budget, staff availability, time availability and logistical constraints.  

 

The survey was conducted in two provinces (Kratie and Stung Treng). The details of the sample 

location is presented in Table 1. This included 540 households in Stung Treng province and 660 

households in Kratie province. This also included 769 community fisheries households and 431 non-

community fisheries households. All villages with community fisheries in the two provinces were 

included in the survey. A random sampling methodology was used in each village.  

 

After cleaning the data, it was determined that 29 questionnaires were not useable. The total sample 

size used for the analysis was 1181 households. This included 762 community fishing households and 

419 non-community fishing households.  

 

Table 1: Villages and CFi surveyed 

Province District  Commune  Community Fisheries  Village 

Stung Treng 

    

Seam Bok 6 16 16 

Thalaboreivat 6 25 27 

Say san 4 5 11 

Seam Bang 2 1 3 

Steong Traeng 1 4 3 

Sub-total 5 19 51 60 

Kratie 

    

Kratie 3 3 6 

Sombo 7 27 27 

Chet Borey 6 11 12 

Chhloung 5 5 11 

Snuol 4 5 6 

Preak Brosob 7 15 20 

Sub-total 6 32 66 82 

Total  11 51 117 142 
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Figure 2: Location of the 82 villages surveyed in Kratie province 

 
Figure 3: Location of the 60 villages surveyed in Stung Treng province 
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Based on the questionnaire, a book of questions to be addressed in the data analysis was prepared; 

the questions are those reflected in the present report.  

 

The overall objectives for the data analysis are: 

- to generate a set of routine in MS Excel, so that answers to household survey questions can 

be aggregated into answers to M&E questions about CFI; 

- to generate a set of CFI profiles (one per CFI receiving project assistance) answering all M&E 

questions.  

With these results, it will be possible to compare, during the last year of the project and for each CFI, 

the answers to M & E questions at the beginning of the project and at the end of the project (questions 

in blue). 

 

The data analysis of CFI was done in two parts: 

i) questions about individual CFI, leading to a portfolio of answers by CFI and, later on, an 

assessment of the progress within each CFI (e.g. satisfaction rate among CFI households); 

ii) questions about all CFI collectively, in order to assess overall progress in the CFI of the two 

provinces (e.g. progress in development of a Management Plan among Community 

Fisheries) 

The data analysis utilized descriptive statistics for each question.  

 

The baseline survey faced a number of limitations/challenges. Time differences in schedules for the 
fishers and interviewers slowed the completion of the sample respondent interviews. The Khmer 
language was not spoken in some villages so a translator was needed. Access to some target villages 
was difficult due to their remote location.  
 

Importantly, the results presented here are overviews and summaries about ALL villages and ALL 

Community Fisheries; of course individual data are available for EACH Community Fishery, and will 

provide the basis of individual sheets about the situation in EACH community at the beginning and 

at the end of the project. 
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3. RESULTS 

 

 

3.1. Main patterns among individual CFI answers 

 

This section presents results on fishing, aquaculture, income, nutrition, CFi governance, gender and 

minorities, benefits of management, satisfaction with CFi management and extension services. The 

numbers refer to the numbering of questions in the questionnaire. The questions are those from both 

the questionnaire (first) and the book of questions (second) used to direct the data analysis.  

 

3.1.1. Fishing activities and trends in yield 

 

M&E perspective: Comparison of the percentage of village households involved in full-time fishing activities 

Questionnaire question 9.2: How many members of your household are engaged in fishing FULL TIME?  

Data analysis question: Among all village households, what is the percentage of household members involved in 

full time fishing? 

Baseline: Among all village households, only 19% of the household members are involved in full time 

fishing. This is 1215 persons out of a reported total of 6235 household members in all village 

households.  

 

M&E perspective: Comparison of the percentage of CFI households involved in full-time fishing activities 

Questionnaire question 9.2: How many members of your household are engaged in fishing FULL TIME?  

Data analysis question: Among the CFI households, what is the percentage of household members involved in full 

time fishing? 

Baseline: Among only CFi households, only 21% of the household members are involved in full time 

fishing. This is 864 persons out of a reported total of 4119 household members in all CFi households.  

 

M&E perspective: Comparison of the percentage of village households involved in part-time fishing activities 

Questionnaire question 9.3: How many members of your household are engaged in fishing PART TIME? 

Data analysis question: Among all village households, what is the percentage of household members involved in 

part-time fishing? 

Baseline: Among all village households, only 15% of the household members are involved in part-time 

fishing. This is 963 persons out of a reported total of 6235 household members in all village 

households.  

 

M&E perspective: Comparison of the percentage of CFI households involved in part-time fishing activities 

Questionnaire question 9.3: How many members of your household are engaged in fishing PART TIME? 

Data analysis question: Among the CFI households, what is the percentage of household members involved in 

part-time fishing? 

Baseline: Among only CFi households, only 16% of the household members are involved in part-time 

fishing. This is 639 persons out of a reported total of 4119 household members in all CFi households.  
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Figure 4: Role of fishing as an occupation 

 

M&E perspective: No comparison here, just for information  

Questionnaire questions 9.17, 9.24, 9.30: What is the most important of your fishing gear? 

Data analysis question: Among all CFI, what are the three dominant fishing gears? 

Baseline: Among all CFi households, the three dominant fishing gears ranked from most utilized are 

gillnet, hook longline/single line and cast net.  

 

M&E perspective: Comparison of the catch per week per season per dominant large-scale gear  

Questionnaire questions 9.18, 9.25 & 9.31: During what seasons do you use this gear? 

Data analysis question: For the first most important gear in the CFI and for each season during which the gear is 

used, identify how many kilos are caught per week (average of all CFI households) 

Baseline: Among all CFi households using gillnets, the most dominant gear used by CFi households, 

the average catch per week for each of four fishing seasons is reported in Table 2.  

 

Table 2. Average catch per week using gillnet by fishing season for CFi households 

Gear  
Average catch 
per week 
February-April 

Average catch 
per week May-
July 

Average catch per 
week August-
October 

Average catch per week 
November-January 

Gill net 20.44kg 27.18kg 16.98kg 19.46kg 

 

 

M&E perspective: Comparison of the catch per week per season per dominant large-scale gear  

Questionnaire questions 9.24, 9.25 & 9.26: During what seasons do you use this gear? 

Data analysis question: For the second most important gear in the CFI and for each season during which the gear 

is used, identify how many kilos are caught per week (average of all CFI households) 

Baseline: Among all CFi households using hook longline/single line, the second most dominant gear 

used by CFi households, the average catch per week for each of four fishing seasons is reported in 

Table 3.  
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Table 3. Average catch per week using hook longline/single line by fishing season for CFi households 

Gear  
Average catch 
per week 
February-April 

Average catch 
per week May-
July 

Average catch per 
week August-
October 

Average catch per week 
November-January 

Hook 
longline/single 

line 
13.05kg 15.54kg 13.56kg 14.75kg 

 

M&E perspective: Comparison of the catch per week per season per dominant large-scale gear  

Questionnaire questions 9.30, 9.31 & 9.32: During what seasons do you use this gear? 

Data analysis question: For the third most important gear in the CFI and for each season during which the gear 

is used, identify how many kilos are caught per week (average of all CFI households) 

Baseline: Among all CFi households using cast net, the third most dominant gear used by CFi 

households, the average catch per week for each of four fishing seasons is reported in Table 4.  

 

Table 4. Average catch per week using cast net by fishing season for CFi households 

Gear  
Average catch 
per week 
February-April 

Average catch 
per week May-
July 

Average catch per 
week August-
October 

Average catch per week 
November-January 

Cast net 12.80kg 18.10kg 7.50kg 9.50kg 
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3.1.2. Aquaculture activities 

 

M&E perspective: Evolution in the percentage of households that practice aquaculture  

Questionnaire question 11.1: Do you practice aquaculture? All households  

Data analysis question: Among all village households, what percentage of the households practice aquaculture? 

Baseline: Among all village households, only 3% of the households practice aquaculture. That is 36 

households out of a total of 1181 households.  

 

M&E perspective: Evolution in the percentage of households that practice aquaculture  

Questionnaire question 11.1: Do you practice aquaculture? CFi households  

Data analysis question: Among CFI households, what percentage of the CFI households practice aquaculture? 

Baseline: Among CFi member households, only 3% of the households practice aquaculture. That is 25 

households out of a total of 762 households.  

 

M&E perspective: Evolution in the percentage of households that do aquaculture with fingerlings coming from 

the wild  

Questionnaire question 11.4: What is the percentage of your fingerlings coming from the wild? 

Data analysis question: Among CFI households, ___________% of the households who do aquaculture use 

fingerlings coming from the wild. 

Baseline: Among CFi member households, only one household of the 25 households who practice 

aquaculture reported using fingerlings coming from the wild.  

 

M&E perspective: Evolution in the percentage of households that do aquaculture with fingerlings coming from a 

hatchery 

Questionnaire question 11.5: What is the percentage of your fingerlings coming from a hatchery? 

Data analysis question: Among CFI households doing aquaculture, ___________% of households use fingerlings 

coming from a hatchery. 

Baseline: Among CFi member households, only one household of the 25 households who practice 

aquaculture reported using fingerlings coming from a hatchery.  

 

M&E perspective: Evolution in the percentage of households that do aquaculture and feed their farmed fish with 

fish from the wild  

Questionnaire question 11.6: Do you feed your aquaculture fish with fish from the wild? 

Data analysis question: Among CFI households doing aquaculture, ___________% of the households feed their 

farmed fish with fish from the wild 

Baseline: Among CFi member households, 88% of households or 22 of the 25 households who practice 

aquaculture reported feeding this farmed fish with fish from the wild.  

 

M&E perspective: Evolution of the quantity of fish produced per season among households doing aquaculture 

Questionnaire questions 11.1 & 11.8: For each of the past seasons, how many kilos of aquaculture fish did your 

produce? 

Data analysis question: Among CFI households doing aquaculture and for each season, identify how many kilos 

of aquaculture fish are produced per season (average of all households doing aquaculture) 

Baseline: Among all CFi households practicing aquaculture, the average production per each of four 

seasons is reported in Table 5.  
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Table 5. Average production from aquaculture per season 

Average production 
for season February-
April 

Average production 
for season May-July 

Average production 
for season August-
October 

Average production for 
season November-
January 

196kg 14.92kg 52.48kg 24.72kg 

 

 

 

3.1.3. Processing activities 

 

M&E perspective: Comparison of percentage of households that process fish 

Questionnaire question 10.1: Do you process fish? 

Data analysis question: What is the percentage of all village households that process fish? 

Baseline: Of all the village households, 59% or 700 households of a total of 1181 households, process 

fish.  

 

M&E perspective: Comparison of percentage of households that process fish 

Questionnaire question 10.1: Do you process fish? 

Data analysis question: What is the percentage of CFI households that process fish? 

Baseline: Of all CFi member households, 39% or 459 households of a total of 762 households, process 

fish.  

 

M&E perspective: Comparison of the fish biomass processed per week per season per household 

Questionnaire questions 10.1 & 10.4: How many kg do you process per week? 

Data analysis question: In the CFI, among households doing processing, for each season during which processing 

is done, identify how many kilos are processed per week (average of all households doing processing activities) 

Baseline: For CFi households that do fish processing, the average amount of fish processed per week 

for each of four seasons is reported in Table 6. 

 

Table 6. Average amount of fish processed per week for each of four seasons by CFi member households 

Average amount 
processed February-April 

Average 
amount 

processed 
May-July 

Average 
amount 

processed 
August-
October 

Average amount 
processed November-

January 

3.39kg 9.25kg 1.57kg 2.00kg 
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3.1.4. Income 

 

M&E perspective: Comparison of income by activity to assess the evolution of livelihoods 

Questionnaire question 4.1: What is the percentage of household income that comes from each activity in a year?   

Data analysis question: Among all households of the village, what is the percentage of household income that 

comes from each activity in a year?  

Baseline: For all village households, farming of crops (28%) and fishing (26%) provide the largest 

percentage of household income in a year. Table 7 provides a breakdown of all sources of household 

income for village households.  

 

Table 7. Self-estimate of sources of household income among all villages households 

Category % 

Crops 28 

Fishing 26 

Orchard 13 

Livestock 11 

Labour 8 

Selling in general  6 

Farming in general  3 

Government Official 
(Teacher, police, etc.) 

1 

Timber products 1 

Aquaculture < 1 

Gathering of aquatic 
products 

< 1 

Related to fishing 
(processing, trading, 
boat/gear building, etc.) 

< 1 

Animal rearing  < 1 

Remittance < 1 

 

 

 
Figure 5: Self-estimate of sources of household income among all villages households 
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M&E perspective: Comparison of the pie charts of percentage of income by activity to assess the evolution of 

livelihoods 

Questionnaire question 4.1: What is the percentage of household income that comes from each activity in a year?   

Data analysis question: Among household members of a CFI, what is the percentage of household income that 

comes from each activity in a year?  

Baseline: For all CFi households, farming of crops (26%) and fishing (28%) provide the largest 

percentage of household income in a year. Table 8 provides a breakdown of all sources of household 

income for CFi households.  

 

Table 8. S Self-estimate of sources of household income among all CFI households 

Source of Income % 

Fishing 28 

Crops 26 

Livestock 13 

Orchard 13 

Labour 7 

Selling in general 5 

Farming in general 3 

Government Official 
(Teacher, police, etc.) 

1 

Timber products 1 

Aquaculture < 1 

Gathering of aquatic 
products 

< 1 

Related to fishing 
(processing, trading, 

boat/gear building, etc.) 
< 1 

Animal rearing < 1 

Remittance < 1 

 

 

 
Figure 6: Self-estimate of sources of household income among all CFi households 
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M&E perspective: Comparison of the estimated role played by fish in households’ income 

Questionnaire question 9.11 (checking of answers to 4.1): What percentage of your household INCOME do you 

think comes from fish and fishing?  

Data analysis question: In the CFI, households think that ____% of their income comes from fish and fishing 

Baseline: For all CFi households, the respondents stated that approximately 29% of their annual 

income comes from fishing and farming. 

  

M&E perspective: Details about the above comparison: evolution of the estimated role played by fishing in 

households’ income per season 

Questionnaire question 9.13: Average monthly income from fishing by season?  

Data analysis question: In the CFI, 

a. Average monthly income from fishing in wet season:  

b. Average monthly income from fishing in dry season:  

c. Average monthly income from fishing during rising water season:  

d. Average monthly income from fishing during receding water season:  

Baseline: Table 9 presents the reported average monthly income of CFi households (in US dollars) 

from fishing for each of four seasons during the year.  

 

Table 9. Average monthly income of CFi households from fishing by season 

Season Income 

February-April $88.05 

May-July $114.40 

August-October $57.54 

November-January $80.47 

 

M&E perspective: Evolution of the estimated role played by fish trade in households’ income per season 

Questionnaire question 9.14: Average monthly income from fish trading (retail, wholesale) by season?  

Data analysis question: In the CFI, 

a. Average monthly income from fish trading in wet season:  

b. Average monthly income from fish trading in dry season:  

c. Average monthly income from fish trading during rising water season:  

d. Average monthly income from fish trading during receding water season:  

Baseline: Table 10 presents the reported average monthly income of CFi households (in US dollars) 

from fish trading for each of four seasons during the year.  

 

Table 10. Average monthly income of CFi households from fish trading by season 

Season Income 

February-April $14.26 

May-July $15.08 

August-October $8.67 

November-January $9.76 
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M&E perspective: Evolution of the estimated role played by fish processing in households’ income per season 

Questionnaire question 9.15: Average monthly income from fish processing by season?  

Data analysis question: In the CFI, average monthly income from fish processing  

a. in wet season 

b. in dry season:  

c. during rising water season:  

d. Average monthly income from fish processing during receding water season:  

Baseline: Table 11 presents the reported average monthly income of CFi households (in US dollars) 

from fish processing for each of four seasons during the year.  

 

Table 11. Average monthly income of CFi households from fish processing by season 

Season Income 

February-April $6.50 

May-July $14.48 

August-October $1.48 

November-January $2.23 

 

M&E perspective: Comparison of the income from fish processing per week per season  

Questionnaire questions 10.3 & 10.7 (checking of answers to 9.15): What is the total sale value of fish processed 

and sold per week? (USD) by season?  

Data analysis question: For each season during which processing is done, identify the total income in USD from 

processing per week (average of all households) 

Baseline: Table 12 presents the reported average weekly income of all village households (in US 

dollars) from fish processing for each of four seasons during the year.  

 

Table 12. Average weekly income of all village households from fish processing by season 

Season Income 

February-April $12.00 

May-July $12.42 

August-October $7.90 

November-January $10.76 

 

M&E perspective: Comparison of the income from aquaculture fish per season for people doing aquaculture 

Questionnaire questions 11.1 & 11.11: What is the total sale value of aquaculture fish production for this system 

per season? (USD) by season?  

Data analysis question: In the CFI and for each season, among people doing aquaculture identify the total value 

of aquaculture fish production (in USD) per season (average of all households doing aquaculture) 

Baseline: Table 13 presents the reported total value of aquaculture production for CFi households 

practicing aquaculture (in US dollars) for each of four seasons during the year.  

 

Table 13. Total value of aquaculture production for CFi households  

Season Income 

February-April $30.33 

May-July $6.00 

August-October $6.07 

November-January $2.23 
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3.1.5. Food and nutrition 

 

M&E perspective: Evolution of the estimated contribution of fish and fishing to protein supply 

Questionnaire question 9.12: What percentage of the meat (protein) eaten in your household do you think comes 

from fish?  
Data analysis question: In the village, households believe that ____% of the meat (protein) they eat come from 

fish and fishing  

Baseline: For all village households, the respondents reported that 72% of the meat (protein) that 

they eat comes from fish and fishing.  

 

M&E perspective: Evolution of the estimated contribution of fish and fishing to protein supply 

Questionnaire question 9.12: What percentage of the meat (protein) eaten in your household do you think comes 

from fish?  
Data analysis question: In the CFI, households believe that ____% of the meat (protein) they eat come from fish 

and fishing  

Baseline: For CFi households, the respondents reported that 72% of the meat (protein) that they eat 

comes from fish and fishing.  

 

 
Figure 7: Self estimated sources of protein in the diet for all households 

 

M&E perspective: Comparison of the processed fish biomass consumed per household per week per season  

Questionnaire questions 10.3 & 10.5: How many kilos of processed fish do you eat per week (own use) by season?  

Data analysis question: Among CFI households, for each season during which processing is done, identify how 

many kilos of processed fish are consumed in-house per week (average of all households) 

Baseline: For CFi households that do fish processing, Table 14 presents the amounts of kilograms of 

processed fish consumed by the household per week by season.  

 

Table 14. Amount of processed fish consumed by CFi households weekly by season 

Season Kg 

February-April 5.83 

May-July 6.21 

August-October 3.34 

November-January 4.61 

 

  

Fish
72%

Others
28%
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M&E perspective: Evolution of the aquaculture fish consumption among people doing aquaculture  

Questionnaire questions 11.1 & 11.9: How many kilos of the production are consumed by the household by 

season?  

Data analysis question: Among CFI households, for each season, among people doing aquaculture identify how 

many kilos of aquaculture fish are consumed in-house per season (average of all households doing aquaculture) 

Baseline: For CFi households that practice aquaculture, Table 15 presents the amounts of kilograms 

of fish consumed by the household by season.  

 

Table 15. Amount of aquaculture fish consumed by CFi households weekly by season 

Season Kg 

February-April 8.91 

May-July 4.78 

August-October 8.57 

November-January 1.17 

 

M&E perspective: Evolution per season of the fear that there is not enough fish to meet the family needs 

Questionnaire question 12.3: Is there a season during which there is not enough fish to meet the family needs? 

Data analysis question: Among all village households the percentage of households who fear that there is not 

enough fish to meet the family needs  

a.  in the dry season is ____% , 

b. s in the flooding season is ____% , 

c. in the Flood/rainy season is ____% , 

d. in the flood recession season is ____% 

Baseline: For all village households, Table 16 presents the percentage of households who fear that 

there is not enough fish to meet the family needs by season.  

 

Table 16. Village households who fear there is not enough fish to meet family needs by season 

Season Season Description % 

February - April Dry 86% 

May - July Flooding 92% 

August - October Flooding/rainy 79% 

November - January Flood recession 91% 

 

 
Figure 8: Average seasonal percentage of village households who fear there is not enough fish to meet the 

family needs  

87%

Complement
13%
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M&E perspective: Evolution per season of the fear that there is not enough meat to meet the family needs 

Questionnaire question 12.4: Is there a season during which there is not enough meat to meet the family needs? 

Data analysis question: Among all village households the percentage of households who fear that there is not 

enough meat to meet the family needs 

a.  in the dry season is ____% , 

b. s in the flooding season is ____% , 

c. in the Flood/rainy season is ____% , 

d. in the flood recession season is ____% 

Baseline: For all village households, Table 17 presents the percentage of households who fear that 

there is not enough meat to meet the family needs by season.  

 

Table 17. Village households who fear there is not enough meat to meet family needs by season 

Season Season Description % 

February - April Dry 69% 

May - July Flooding 68% 

August - October Flooding/rainy 62% 

November - January Flood recession 69% 

 

 

M&E perspective: Evolution in the percentage of households who worry that in the past four weeks they would 

not have enough food or have to cut on portions / quality  

Questionnaire question 12.5: In the past four weeks = 30 days, did you worry that your household would not have 

enough food or have to cut on portions / quality? 

Data analysis question: Among all village households, the percentage of households who worry that in the past 

four weeks they would not have enough food or have to cut on portions / quality amounts to ____% 

Baseline: For village households, Table 18 presents the percentage of households that worry that in 

the past four weeks they would not have enough food or have to cut portions/quality.  

 

Table 18. Village households that worry about having enough food in the past four weeks 

Concern about availability 
of enough food 

Households that worry 
about not having enough 

food 
% 

Never 483 41% 

Sometimes 477 40% 

Often 115 10% 

Daily 106 9% 

Total 1181 100% 

 

M&E perspective: Evolution in the percentage of households who ate fish respectively 02, 3-5 or 6-7 times a week 

Questionnaire question 12.8: Number of days household has eaten fish over last 7 days? 

Data analysis question: Among all village households, 

____% of households ate fish 0 to 2 times a week ____% of households ate fish 3 to 5 times a week 

____% of households ate fish 6 to 7 times a week 

Baseline: For village households, Table 19 presents the percentage of households that eat fish 0-2 

times weekly, 3-5 times weekly and 6-7 times weekly.  
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Table 19. Percentage of village households that eat fish by times per week 

Times per week eat fish Number of HH % 

0-2 110 9% 

3-5 539 46% 

6-7 532 45% 

 

 
Figure 9: Frequency of fish consumption per week among all village households 

 

Questionnaire question 12.9 : Number of days households have eaten aquatic animals over last 7 days? 

Data analysis question: Among all village households, 

____% of households ate aquatic animals 0 to 2 times a week  ____% of households ate aquatic 

animals 3 to 5 times a week,   ____% of households ate aquatic animals 6 to 7 times a week 

M&E perspective: Evolution in the percentage of households who ate aquatic animals respectively 02, 3-5 or 6-7 

times a week 

Baseline: For village households, Table 20 presents the percentage of households that eat aquatic 

animals 0-2 times weekly, 3-5 times weekly and 6-7 times weekly.  

 

Table 20. Percentage of village households that eat aquatic animals by times per week 

Times per week eat 
aquatic animals 

Number of HH % 

0-2 1091 92% 

3-5 83 7% 

6-7 7 1% 

Grand Total 1181 100% 

 

 

  

0-2 
times/week
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3-5 
times/week

46%

6-7 
times/week

45%

%
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3.1.6. CFI governance 

 

The following questions apply only to households member of a CFi. Again, individual data are available 

for each community and will be analysed at the end of the project for an ex-ante / ex-post comparison 

at the level of each CFi. 

 

M&E perspective: For each CFI, evolution in the average number of annual meetings between CFC and CFI 

members  

Questionnaire question 17.8: How often does the CFC meet with members? 

Data analysis question: In all CFI, average number of annual meetings between CFC and CFI members as reported 

by households members of the CFI 

Baseline: The average number of CFi meetings held annually as reported by the CFi household 

members was 3.  
 

M&E perspective: For each CFI, evolution in the percentage of households reporting that the CFC does coordinate 

with commune council or the Fisheries cantonment?  

Questionnaire question 17.10: Does the CFC coordinate with commune council or the Fisheries cantonment? 

Data analysis question: In all CFI, percentage of households reporting that the CFC does coordinate with 

commune council or the Fisheries Cantonment (Yes answer) 

Baseline: Eighty-two percent (82%) of the CFi households reported that the CFC does coordinate with 

the commune council or Provincial Fisheries Cantonment. Sixteen percent (16%) did not know and 2% 

responded that the CFC does not coordinate with the commune council or Provincial Fisheries 

Cantonment.  
 

M&E perspective: For each CFI, evolution in the percentage of households reporting that the CFC does develop 

networks with other CFI and organizations 

Questionnaire question 17.11: Does the CFC Develop networks with other CFs and organizations? 

Data analysis question: In all CFI, percentage of households reporting that the CFC does develop networks with 

other CFs and organizations (Yes answer) 

Baseline: Fifty-five percent (55%) of the CFi households reported that the CFC does develop networks 

with other CFis and organizations. Thirty-three percent (33%) did not know and 12% responded that 

the CFC does not develop networks with other CFis and organizations.  
 
 

3.1.6.1 CFI finances 

 

M&E perspective: Evolution in the percentage of CFI households reporting active fund raising by the CFC 

Questionnaire question 16.1: Does the CFC seek funding? 

Data analysis question: Percentage of households reporting active fund seeking by the CFC 

Baseline: Forty-one percent (41%) of the CFi households report that the CFC engages in active fund 

raising, 40% report not knowing, and 19% report that the CFC does not engage in active fund raising.  
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M&E perspective: Evolution in the percentage of CFI households reporting that the CFC is somewhat successful 

at raising funds 

Questionnaire question 16.2: Does the CFC get funding? 

Data analysis question: Percentage of households reporting that the CFC does get funding 

Baseline: Sixty-two percent (62%) of CFi households report that the CFC is somewhat successful in 

raising funds, 22% report that they are not successful, and 15% do not know.  

 

M&E perspective: For each CFI, evolution and diversification in the number of sources of funding  

Questionnaire question 16.3: If yes, how is the CFi financed? 

Data analysis question: Among the CFI households who report that the CFC does get funding, percentage of each 

source of funds: Government ___%, NGO ___%, Donor ___%, People ___%, Companies ___%, Church ___%, Other 

___%, Unknown ___% 

Baseline: Among the CFi households that reported that the CFC is successful at fund raising, Table 21 

presents the sources of the funding.  

 

Table 21. Source of funding raised by the CFC 

Funding source 
Number of CFi financed 

from that source 
% 

NGO 113 58% 

Individuals/people 56 29% 

Unknown 17 9% 

No funding 4 2% 

Government 3 2% 

Donor 2 1% 

 

M&E perspective: Evolution in the percentage of CFI households thinking that the finances record of the CFI are 

available for all members to examine 

Questionnaire question 16.5: Are the finances record (income and expenditures) of the CF available for all 

members to examine? 

Data analysis question: In the CFI, percentage of households thinking that the finances records of the CFI (income 

and expenditures) are available for all members to examine 

Baseline: For CFi households, 30% of the households think that the financial records of the CFi are 

available for all member to examine, 12% report that they are not, and 58% do not know.  

 

 
Figure 10: Awareness of members about finance records in the Community Fisheries 

Available
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Not available
12%

Do not know
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%
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3.1.6.2 Illegal fishing and conflicts 

 

M&E perspective: Evolution in the proportion of CFI households thinking that there are no conflicts over fisheries, 

fishing area and other resources in the area 

Questionnaire question 15.17: Are there conflict over fisheries, fishing area and other resources in the area? 

Data analysis question: In the CFI, what is the percentage of households thinking that there are NO conflict over 

fisheries, fishing area and other resources in the area. 

Baseline: Among CFi households, 28% report that there are no conflicts over fisheries, fishing area 

and other resources in the area.  

 

M&E perspective: Not for comparison but for project information 

Questionnaire question 15.18: What types of conflict? 

Data analysis question: Among CFI households who say there are conflicts, what are the 3 main types of conflicts? 

Baseline: The top three types of conflicts as identified by CFi households are illegal fishing, outside 

community fishers fishing in the community fisheries and conflict between the community fisheries 

patrol and illegal fishers (Table 22) 

 

Table 22. Types of conflicts as reported by CFi households  

Type of conflict Number of households % 

Illegal fishing 94 44% 

Outside community fishers  36 17% 

CFi/patrol with illegal fishers  28 13% 

Do not know 24 11% 

No conflict  12 6% 

Between legal and illegal fishers 10 5% 

Competition for resources  9 4% 

 

 

M&E perspective: In the CFI, evolution in the percentage of households thinking that illegal fishing is a problem 

Questionnaire question 15.22: Is illegal fishing a problem? 

Data analysis question: In the CFI, percentage of households thinking that illegal fishing is a problem 

Baseline: Among CFi households, 88% think that illegal fishing is a problem. Six percent (6%) do not 

know if illegal fishing is a problem.  

 

M&E perspective: Not for comparison but for project information 

Questionnaire question 15.23: What type of illegal fishing occurs? 

Data analysis question: Among the CFI households, what are the 3 dominant types of illegal fishing described? 

Baseline: Among CFi households, the most dominant type of illegal fishing is electrofishing, reported 

by 68% of households. This was followed by gillnets (28% of households), bed nets (18% of 

households), fishing in the breeding season (6% of households) and shooting in water (4% of 

households).   
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M&E perspective: In the CFI, evolution in the percentage of households thinking that the government is taking 

effective action to reduce illegal fishing 

Questionnaire question 15.25: Is the government taking effective action to reduce illegal fishing?  

Data analysis question: In the CFI, percentage of households thinking that the government is taking effective 

action to reduce illegal fishing 

Baseline: Among the CFi households, 91% think that the government is taking effective action to 

reduce illegal fishing.  

 

M&E perspective: In the CFI, evolution in the percentage of households thinking that the Community Fisheries 

Committee works to reduce illegal fishing 

Questionnaire question 15.26: Does the Community Fisheries Committee work to reduce illegal fishing? 

Data analysis question: In the CFI, percentage of households thinking that the Community Fisheries Committee 

work to reduce illegal fishing 

Baseline: Among the CFi households, 89% think that the Community Fisheries Committee is working 

to reduce illegal fishing.  

 

M&E perspective: Not for comparison but for project information 

Questionnaire question 15.28: Have illegal fishing activities increased, remained the same or decreased in the 

past year? 

Data analysis question: Among CFI households and compared to the previous year, percentage of households 

thinking that illegal fishing activities have: 

increased ____%  remained the same ____%  decreased ____%  

Baseline: Among CFi households, 37% think that illegal fishing activities have decreased with the CFi, 

31% think that it has increased, 23% think that illegal fishing activities have stayed the same, and 8% 

do not know. 

 

 

3.1.6.3 Enforcement 

 

M&E perspective: In the CFI, evolution in the percentage of households reporting enforcement against illegal 

fishing (also checking of 15.27) 

Questionnaire question 15.29: Is there any rule enforcement against illegal fishing? 

Data analysis question: What is the percentage of CFi households reporting enforcement against illegal fishing? 

Baseline: Among the CFi households, 82% report enforcement against illegal fishing and 18% report 

no enforcement against illegal fishing.  

 

M&E perspective: In the CFI, evolution in the percentage of households thinking that no one obeys the fisheries 

rules  

Questionnaire question 15.34 (checking of 15.22 and 15.29): What was the compliance with fishery rules NOW? 

Data analysis question: In the CFI, percentage of households thinking that 

No one obeys the fisheries rules ____% Some people obey the rules ____%  Everyone obeys 

fisheries rules ____% 

Baseline: Among CFi households, Table 23 reports on the percentage of households that think that 

people obey the fishing rules and regulations.  
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Table 23. CFi households reporting on people obeying fishing rules and regulations 

Response % 

No one obeys the fisheries rules  4% 

Some people obey the rules  74% 

Everyone obeys fisheries rules  18% 

Do not know 3% 

 

 

3.1.7. Gender and indigenous people 

 

M&E perspective: For each CFI, evolution in the proportion of women in the CFI 

Questionnaire question 14.4 and 14.5: Number of FEMALE CFi members? 

Data analysis question: What is the proportion of women in the CFI? 

Baseline: Approximately 49% of CFi members are women.  

 

M&E perspective: For each CFI, evolution in the proportion of women in the CFC 

Questionnaire question 17.3 and 17.5: Number of FEMALE Community Fisheries Committee Members? 

Data analysis question: What is the proportion of women in the CFC (i.e. CFI committee)? 

Baseline: Approximately 25% of Community Fishing Committee members are women.  

 

M&E perspective: Evolution in the percentage of households that have received training or awareness raising on 

gender 

Questionnaire question 15.39: Have CFi members received any training or awareness raising on gender concept, 

gender issues in fishery and aquaculture sector? 

Data analysis question: Percentage of households answering that CFI members have received training or 

awareness raising on gender concept, gender issues in fishery and aquaculture sector? (Yes answers only) 

Baseline: Among CFi households, 59% report that they have received training or awareness raising on 

gender. Twenty-two percent (22%) report having received no training or awareness raising on gender. 

Nineteen percent (19%) reported not knowing if they have received any gender training or awareness 

raising.  

 

M&E perspective: Evolution in the percentage of households who think that women do participate actively in CFI 

activities 

Questionnaire question 15.41: Do women participate actively in Community Fisheries activities?  

Data analysis question: Percentage of CFI households who think that women participate actively in CFI activities 

Baseline: Among CFI households, 61% reported that they think that women actively participate in CFi 

activities. Thirty-three percent (33%) reported that they think that women do not actively participate 

in CFi activities. Six percent (6%) of household’s report do not know.  
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M&E perspective: In villages with indigenous people, evolution in the percentage of households thinking that 

indigenous people participate actively in Community Fisheries activities 

Questionnaire question 15.43 (checking of 15.26): Do indigenous people (if any) participate actively in 

Community Fisheries activities? 

Data analysis question: In villages with indigenous people, percentage of households thinking that indigenous 

people participate actively in Community Fisheries activities 

Baseline: In communities with indigenous people, 48% of households do not think that indigenous 

people participate actively in community fisheries activities, 32% think that they do actively 

participate, and 20% do not know.  

 

 

3.1.8. Satisfaction about CFI management 

 

M&E perspective: Evolution in the percentage of households who think their participation to the CFI operation is 

satisfactory 

Questionnaire question 15.37: Is your participation to the CFi operation satisfactory? 

Data analysis question: In the CFI, percentage of households who think their participation to the CFI operation is 

satisfactory (Yes answers only) 

Baseline: Among CFi households, 79% think that their participation in the operation of the CFi is 

satisfactory. Fifteen percent (15%) do not think that their participation in the operation of the CFi is 

satisfactory and 6% do not know.  

 

M&E perspective: Evolution in the percentage of households thinking that the CFC manages finances well 

Questionnaire question 16.4: Does the CFC manage finances well? 

Data analysis question: In each CFI, percentage of households thinking that the CFC manages finances well 

Baseline: Among CFi households, 56% do not know if the CFC manages the CFi finances well. Thirty-

three percent (33%) think that the CFC manages the CFi finances well and 11% do not think the CFC 

manages the CFi finances well.  

  

M&E perspective: Evolution in the percentage of households estimating that elections and re-elections for the 

CFC were open to everyone  

Questionnaire question 17.14: Were elections and re-elections for the CFC open to everyone? 

Data analysis question: In each CFI, percentage of households estimating that elections and re-elections for the 

CFC were open to everyone 

Baseline: Among CFi households, 75% think that the elections and re-elections for the CFC were open 

to everyone. Fifteen percent (15%) do not know and 10% do not think that the elections and re-

elections for the CFC were open to everyone.  

 

M&E perspective: Evolution in the percentage of households estimating that decisions by the CFC are made 

openly or transparently  

Questionnaire question 17.16: Are decisions by the CFC made openly or transparently? 

Data analysis question: In each CFI, percentage of households estimating that decisions by the CFC are made 

openly or transparently (Yes answer) 

Baseline: Among CFi households, 81% think that the decisions made by the CFC are done openly and 

transparently. Sixteen percent (16%) do not know and 6% do not thing that the decisions made by the 

CFC are done openly and transparently. 
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3.1.9. Social and environmental benefits from management 

 

M&E perspective: Evolution in the percentage of households who declare that the fish catch respectively 

increased, remained the same, or decreased in quantity or value 

Questionnaire question 9.8: During the last five year has your fish catch: Increased? Same? Decreased?  

Data analysis question: In the CFI, the percentage of households declaring that during the last five years the fish 

catch has: increased in quantity amounts to ____%  remained the same amounts to  _____% 

decreased in quantity amounts to ______% 

Baseline: Among CFi households, 91% think that the quantity of fish catch has decreased in the last 

five years. Seven percent (7%) think that the quantity of fish catch has increased in the last five years. 

Two percent (2%) think that the quantity of fish catch remained the same in the last five years. One 

percent (1%) do not know.  

 

M&E perspective: Evolution in the percentage of households who declare that the fish catch respectively 

increased, remained the same, or decreased in quantity or value 

Questionnaire question 9.8: During the last five year has your fish catch: Increased? Same? Decreased?  

Data analysis question: In the CFI, households declare on average that during the last five years the fish catch 

has: increased in quantity by ____% decreased in quantity by ______% 

Baseline: Among CFi households that think that the quantity of fish has increased in the last five years, 

they think that on average the quantity of fish catch has increased by 3%. Among CFi households that 

think that the quantity of fish has decreased in the last five years, they think that on average the 

quantity of fish catch has decreased by 48%.   

 

 
Figure 11: Perspective of CFi households about changes in fish catch 

 

M&E perspective: Not for comparison but for project information 

Questionnaire question 9.9: What is the reason? 

Data analysis question: What are the 3 dominant reasons given for the dominant answer? 

Baseline: Among CFi households, the dominant reasons given for a decrease in fish catch in the last 

five years include electrofishing, illegal fishing gear such as gillnets, increased fishing pressure due to 

population increases, fishing in breeding season and in prohibited areas, use of explosives, pollution, 

irregular water cycle, dams and climate change. Among the CFi households, the dominant reasons for 

an increase in fish catch in the last five years include enforcement of fishing laws and regulations and 

water cycle is good. 
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M&E perspective: For each CFI, evolution in the percentage of households thinking that the conservation area is 

useful for the conservation of the fishery 

Questionnaire question 15.16: Is the conservation area useful for the conservation of the fishery? 

Data analysis question: In the CFI, what is the percentage of households thinking that the conservation area is 

useful for the conservation of the fishery? (15.16) 

Baseline: Among CFi households, 78% think that conservation areas are useful for the conservation of 

the fishery. Twelve percent (12%) do not know and 10% do not think that conservation areas are useful 

for the conservation of the fishery. 

 

M&E perspective: For each CFI, evolution in the percentage of households considering that the CFI helps resolve 

conflict in fisheries 

Questionnaire question 15.20: How does the CFi normally resolve conflicts?  

Data analysis question: In the CFI, what is the percentage of households thinking that the CFI helps resolve conflict 

in fisheries? 

Baseline: Among CFi households, 33% think that the CFi helps to resolve fisheries conflicts. Thirty-four 

percent (34%) do not feel that the CFi helps to resolve fisheries conflicts and 33% do not know.  

 

M&E perspective: Evolution in the percentage of households thinking that being a member of the CFI has helped 

them socially and economically  

Questionnaire question 18.2: Do you think that being a member of the CFi has helped you to socially and 

economically benefit rather than being alone? 

Data analysis question: In each CFI, percentage of households thinking that being a member of the CFI has helped 

them socially and economically  

Among CFi households, 82% think that being a member of the CFi has helped them both socially and 

economically. Nine percent (9%) do not know and 8% do not think that being a member of the CFi has 

helped them both socially and economically. 

 

M&E perspective: Not for comparison but for project information 

Questionnaire question 18.3: If yes, please explain how? 

Data analysis question: In each CFI, and among households who answered Yes to the previous question, 

percentage of households thinking that this has helped them by: 

Catching more fish catch _____% Getting more income ______% 

Having more markets for fish _______%  Accessing alternative livelihood ______% 

Baseline: Among CFi households and those households who answered yes to being a member of the 

CFi has helped them both socially and economically, 40% think that this has helped them by catching 

more fish, 32% by having access to alternative livelihoods, 28% by having more markets for their fish, 

and 21% by getting more income.  
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M&E perspective: Evolution of the perspective about the condition of the fish stock 

Questionnaire question 18.5: How would you describe the condition of the fish stock today? 

Data analysis question: Among CFI households, percentage of households that would describe the condition of 

the fish stock now: Very bad  ______% Bad  ______% Neither good nor bad ______% 

Good ______%  Very good ______% Unknown ______% 

Baseline: Among CFi households, Table 24 presents the percentage of households that would describe 

the condition of the fish stocks now as very bad, bad, neither god nor bad, good and very good.  

 

Table 24. CFI households reporting condition of fish stocks now 

Condition of fish stocks % 

Very bad 7% 

Bad 45% 

Neither good or bad 38% 

Good 8% 

Very good 1% 

Do not know 2% 

 

 
Figure 12: Perspective of CFi households about the current status of the fish stock 

 

M&E perspective: Evolution in the percentage of households who feel that the CFI has improved the fish stock in 

the area 

Questionnaire question 18.6: Do you feel that the CFi has improved the fish stock in the area? 

Data analysis question: In the CFI, percentage of households who feel that the CFI has improved the fish stock in 

the area?  

Baseline: Among CFi households, 61% feel that the CFi has improved the fish stocks in the area. 

Twenty-eight percent (28%) do not know and 11% feel that the CFi has not improved the fish stocks 

in the area. 

  

M&E perspective: Evolution in the percentage of each category 

Questionnaire question 18.8: What would you say about the management of the fish resource NOW? 

Data analysis question: In the CFI, percentage of households who feel that: 

The fish resource is not managed _____% There are some management initiatives_____% 

There are good initiatives_______% There is good sustainable management_____% 

Baseline: Among CFi households, Table 25 reports on the percent of households who feel that the 

fisheries are managed at different levels.  

Very bad
7%

Bad
44%

Neither good nor bad
38%

Good
8%

Very good
1%

Do not know
2%

%
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Table 25. CFi households who feel that fisheries are managed at different levels 

Fisheries management % 

The fish resource is not managed  8% 

There are some management initiatives 67% 

There are good management initiatives 22% 

There is good sustainable management 2% 

Do not know 2% 

 

M&E perspective: Evolution in the percentage of households who feel that the CFI has improved the fish habitats 

Questionnaire question 18.9: Do you feel that the CFi has improved the habitats (wetlands, flooded forests) for 

fish in the area?  

Data analysis question: In the CFI, percentage of households who feel that the CFI has improved the habitats 

(wetlands, flooded forests) for fish in the area?  

Baseline: Among CFi households, 76% feel that the CFi has improved the habitats (wetlands, flooded 

forest) for the fish in the area. Fifteen percent (15%) do not know and 9% feel that the CFi has not 

improved the habitats (wetlands, flooded forest) for the fish in the area. 

 

M&E perspective: Evolution in the percentage of households who expect the fishery to maintain its current level 

of productivity 

Questionnaire question 19.2: Do you expect the fishery to maintain its current level of productivity over the next 

5 years? 

Data analysis question: In the CFI, percentage of households who expect the fishery to maintain its current level 

of productivity over the next 5 years (Yes answer only) 

Baseline: Among CFi households, 48% expect that the fishery will maintain its current level of 

productivity over the next five years. Forty-two percent (42%) do not expect that the fishery will 

maintain its current level of productivity over the next five years and 9% do not know.  

 

 

3.1.10. Extension services 

 

M&E perspective: In the CFI, evolution in the percentage of households provided with information from extension 

agents 

Questionnaire question 20.2: Do extension agents contact you or any women fishers to provide technical 

information or market information for your fishing and aquaculture?  

Data analysis question: In the CFI, percentage of households provided with information from extension agent 

(Yes answers) 

Baseline: Among CFi households, 70% reported that they are provided with information from 

extension agents.  
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M&E perspective: In the CFI, evolution in the percentage of households who feel that the local administration is 

helpful for assistance and conflict management  

Questionnaire question 20.3: In your opinion, do you feel that the local administration is helpful to you if you 

request any assistance, especially with respect to CFi conflicts?  

Data analysis question: In the CFI, percentage of households who feel that the local administration is helpful for 

assistance and conflict management (Yes answers) 

Baseline: Among CFi households, 88% feel that the local administration is helpful for assistance and 
conflict management.  
 
 
 
3.2. General patterns among all Community Fisheries 

 

3.2.1. CFI governance 

 

M&E perspective: Among all CFI, evolution in the percentage of CFI having by-laws and internal regulations 

Questionnaire question 15. 4: Are there CFi by-laws and internal regulations? 

Data analysis question: Among all CFI, what is the percentage of CFI having by-laws and internal regulations? 

Baseline: Among CFi households, 84% report that the CFi has by-laws and internal rules. Fourteen 

percent (14%) do not know and 2% report that the CFi does not have by-laws and internal rules.  

 

M&E perspective: Among all CFI, evolution in the percentage of CFI having completed mapping of the community 

fishing areas  

Questionnaire question 15.6 (mistake in the questionnaire: should be 15.5): Have boundaries and mapping of the 

community fishing areas been completed?   
Data analysis question: Among all CFI, what is the percentage of CFI having boundaries and maps of the 

community fishing areas completed?  
Baseline: Among CFi households, 77% report that the CFi has boundaries and completed maps of the 

community fishing area. Twenty percent (20%) do not know and 3% report that the CFi does not have 

boundaries and completed maps of the community fishing area. 

 

M&E perspective: Among all CFI, evolution in the percentage of CFI having a Community Fishery Area Agreement 

Questionnaire question 15.7: Is there a Community Fishery Area Agreement? 

Data analysis question: Among all CFI, what is the percentage of CFI having a Community Fishery Area 

Agreement? (15.7)  

Baseline: Among CFi households, 74% report that the CFi has a Community Fishing Area Agreement. 

Twenty-three percent (23%) do not know and 2% report that the CFi does not have a Community 

Fishing Area Agreement. 

 

M&E perspective: Among all CFI, evolution in the percentage of CFI registered and recognized by FiA  

Questionnaire question 15.8: Has there been registration and recognition of the community fisheries by FiA and 

MAFF? 

Data analysis question: Among all CFI, what is the percentage of CFI registered and recognized by FiA and MAFF?  

Baseline: Among CFi households, 54% report that the CFi is registered and recognized by FiA and 

MAFF. Twenty-seven percent (27%) do not know and 19% report that the CFi is not registered and 

recognized by FiA and MAFF. 
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M&E perspective: Among all CFI, evolution in the proportion of CFI having a management plan 

Questionnaire question 15.10: Is there a Community Fishery Area Management Plan? 

Data analysis question: Among all CFI, what is the percentage of CFI having a Community Fishery Area 

Management Plan? 

Baseline: Among CFi households, 65% report that the CFi has a community fishery area management 

plan. Twenty-eight percent (27%) do not know and 8% report that the CFi does not have a community 

fishery area management plan. 

  

M&E perspective: Among all CFI, evolution in the proportion of CFI having rules and internal regulations for 

fisheries management 

Questionnaire question 15.11: Are there rules and internal regulations for fisheries management in CFi? 

Data analysis question: Among all CFI, what is the percentage of CFI having rules and internal regulations for 

fisheries management? 

Baseline: Among CFi households, 83% report that the CFi has rules and internal regulations for 

fisheries management. Fifteen percent (15%) do not know and 2% report that the CFi does not have 

rules and internal regulations for fisheries management. 

 

M&E perspective: Among all CFI, evolution in the proportion of CFI having rules and regulations against illegal 

fishing  

Questionnaire question 15.12: Are there rules and regulations against illegal fishing? 

Data analysis question: Among all CFI, what is the percentage of CFI having rules and regulations against illegal 

fishing?  

Baseline: Among CFi households, 71% report that the CFi has rules and regulations against illegal 

fishing. Twenty-one percent (21%) do not know and 8% report that the CFi does not have rules and 

regulations against illegal fishing. 

  

M&E perspective: Among all CFI, evolution in the proportion of CFI having an activity plan for the next six months 

Questionnaire question 15.13: Does the CFi have an activity plan for the next six months? 

Data analysis question: Among all CFI, what is the percentage of CFI having an activity plan for the next six 

months? 

Baseline: Among CFi households, 37% report that the CFi has an activity plan for the next six months. 

Forty-seven percent (47%) do not know and 16% report that the CFi does not have an activity plan for 

the next six months. 

 

M&E perspective: Among all CFI, evolution in the proportion of CFI having a conservation area 

Questionnaire question 15.14: Does your CFi have a conservation area? 

Data analysis question: Among all CFI, what is the percentage of CFI having a conservation area? 

Baseline: Among CFi households, 69% report that the CFi has a conservation area. Twenty-three 

percent (23%) report that the CFi does not a conservation area and 8% do not know.  

 

M&E perspective: Among all CFI, evolution in the percentage CFI having a mechanism to resolve conflicts 

Questionnaire question 15.19: Does the CFI has a mechanism to resolve conflicts? 

Data analysis question: Among all CFI, what is the percentage of CFI having a mechanism to resolve conflicts? 

Baseline: Among CFi households, 32% report that the CFi has a mechanism to resolve conflicts. Forty-

four percent (44%) do not know and 24% report that the CFi does not have a mechanism to resolve 

conflicts. 
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3.2.2. Main threats and recommendations 

 

Note: these questions and answers are not for comparison but for project information (relevant to 

the project for interventions) 

 

Questionnaire question 9.16: In your opinion, what are the main threats to the fisheries?  

Data analysis question: Among all CFI, what are the top three threats to fisheries? 

Baseline: Among all CFi households, the top three threats to the fisheries are electrofishing, illegal 

fishing gears such as gillnets, and population growth/increase in fishing (Table 26).  

 

Table 26. Threats to the fisheries  

Threats to the fisheries % 

Electrofishing 52% 

 Illegal fishing methods (Gillnet, etc.) 42% 

Population growth/Increase in fishing 19% 

Fish in breeding season, fish in prohibited area, etc. 17% 

Natural issue (climate change, etc.)  9% 

Dam 7% 

Explosives 6% 

Pollution 5% 

Weak law enforcement  5% 

Do not know 4% 

Modern fishing methods 3% 

Outsiders  2% 

Limited Knowledge < 1% 

 

Questionnaire question 15.18: What types of conflict? 

Data analysis question: Among all CFI, what are the three main types of conflict reported? 

Baseline: Among all CFi households, 58% do not know the main types of fisheries conflict reported 

(Table 27). Thirteen percent (13%) report competition for resources, 11% illegal fishing and 8% no 

conflict. 

 

Table 27. Types of fisheries conflicts 

Type of Conflict % 

Do not know 58% 

Competition for resources 13% 

Illegal fishing 11% 

No conflict 8% 

Outside fisherman 4% 

Conflict legal and illegal fishermen 2% 

CF/Patroller with illegal fishermen 4% 
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Questionnaire question 19.4: In your opinion, how can the management of fisheries be improved (recommended 

action for fish stock sustainability and better social organization)?  

Data analysis question: Among all CFI, what are the three main actions recommended to improve the 

management of fisheries? 

Baseline: Among CFi households, 55% report that the main recommended action to improve fisheries 

management consists in preventing illegal fishing (Table 28). This is followed by conservation and 

patrolling and law enforcement.  

 

Table 28. Main recommended actions to improve fisheries management 

Recommendations to improve 
fisheries management 

% 

Prevent illegal fishing 55% 

Conservation  12% 

Patrolling and law enforcement 9% 

Do not know 8% 

Cooperation with NGOs, etc. 4% 

Education 3% 

Report to CFi/experts, etc. 3% 

Provide money/things 2% 

 

Questionnaire question 10.8: In your opinion, what are the main problems in processing? 

Data analysis question: Among all CFI, what are the top-three main problems identified in processing? 

Baseline: Among all CFi households, 62% do not know any problems in fish processing (Table 29). 

Sixteen percent (16%) had not problem, 9% had limited ingredients and 5% had low quality meat.  

 

Table 29. Problems with fish processing 

Problems in processing % 

Do not know 62% 

No problem 16% 

Limited ingredients (Fish, salt, 
etc) 

9% 

Low quality meat 5% 

No Hygiene 2% 

Problem with technique (to  little 
salt, etc) 

2% 

Follow traditional way 1% 

Not engough time/busy with 
farming 

1% 

No market < 1% 

Pricey < 1% 
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Questionnaire question 10.9: In your opinion, how can processing be improved? 

Data analysis question: Among all CFI, what are the top-three recommended ways to improve processing? 

Baseline: Among CFi households, 67% do not know ways to improve fish processing (Table 30). Fifteen 

percent (15%) want to have technical training and 14% want standardization in processing methods.  

 

Table 30. Recommendations to improve fish processing 

Recommendations to improve 
processing 

% 

Do not know  67% 

Want to have technical training 15% 

Standardization (Add more salt, 
etc) 

14% 

Hygiene 2% 

Find market 1% 

Use fresh fish 1% 

 

Questionnaire question 11.12: In your opinion, what are the main problems in aquaculture? 

Data analysis question: Among all CFI, for households doing aquaculture, what are the three main problems in 

aquaculture? 

Baseline: For all households doing aquaculture, the three main problems that they face are health 

problems with fish, limited technology and access to money for the operation.  

 

Questionnaire question 11.13: In your opinion, how can aquaculture be improved? 

Data analysis question: Among all CFI, for households doing aquaculture, what are the top-three recommended 

actions to improve aquaculture? 

Baseline: For all households doing aquaculture, the two main recommended actions to improve 

aquaculture are more technical training on aquaculture and access to health care for the fish.  

 

Questionnaire question 15.42: What are your suggestion to improve active participations of women in the CFi? 

Data analysis question: Among all CFI, what are the top-three suggestions among households to improve the 

active participation of women in the CFI? 

Baseline: Among all CFi households, 17% do not know how to improve the active participation of 

women in the CFi (Table 31). Fifteen percent (15%) report encouragement and support, 15% report 

education and training on gender and 12% report meeting/participation/workshops in gender.  

 

Table 31. How to improve the active participation of women in the CFi 

Answer % 

Do not know 17% 

Encouragement/support 15% 

Education/training 15% 

Meeting/participation/workshop 12% 

Help women's tasks 7% 

Disseminate about the advantage of 
fish/resource 

6% 

Gender support 5% 

Donate/provide things or money 1% 
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Questionnaire question 15.44: What are your suggestion to improve the active participations of indigenous 

people (if any) in the CFi? 

Data analysis question: In villages having ethnic communities, among all CFI, what are the top-three suggestions 

among households to improve the active participation of indigenous people (if any) in the CFI? 

Baseline: Among all communities with indigenous people, the top three suggestions of households to 

improve the active participation of indigenous people are 8% more education/training on 

participation, 7% more support/encouragement to actively participate, and 7% having more meetings 

to allow for more participation (39% of respondents do not know).  
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

A relatively small percentage of household members (19%) and CFi household members (21%) 

consider themselves to be full-time fishers. A relatively small percentage of household members (15%) 

and CFI household members (16%) consider themselves to be part-time fishers. All households and 

CFi households report that the main sources of household income comes from a mix of fishing and 

agriculture practices (crops, orchards, livestock), although CFi households report slightly more income 

from fishing than agriculture practices. Among CFi households, 29% report fishing as their primary 

source of household income with the highest amount coming during the season of May to July, the 

dry season. Only 3% of all households and CFi households report doing aquaculture. Fifty-nine percent 

(59%) of all households and 39% of CFi households process fish.  

 

Both all households and CFi households report that 72% of their protein comes from fish. However, 

more than 80% of the households report that there is not enough fish to meet their family needs 

during all seasons of the year. More than 60% of households report that there is not enough meat to 

meet their family needs during all seasons of the year. More than 90% of all households and CFi 

households eat fish 3 – 7 times per week.  

 

On average, the CFi households report that there are three CFi meetings per year. Seventy-nine 

percent (79%) of CFi households report satisfactory participation in the CFi. The Community Fisheries 

Committee (CFC) coordinates their activities with the commune council or Fisheries Cantonment. 

Forty-one percent (41%) of CFi households report that the CFi seeks funding for the CFi and 62% report 

that they are successful in obtaining funding from such sources as NGOs and individuals. Fifty-six 

percent (56%) report that the CFC manages the CFi finances well. Eighty-one percent (81%) feel that 

the CFC makes decisions in a transparent manner. Eighty-two percent (82%) of CFi households report 

that the CFi benefits them both socially and economically by increasing fish catch, providing 

alternative livelihoods and opening up more markets for their fish catch.  

 

Seventy-two percent (72%) of CFi households report that there is conflict in the fishery. This is a result 

of illegal fishing (electrofishing, gillnets, bed nets), competition for resources, outside the community 

fishers fishing in the CFi, and patrols confronting illegal fishers. Thirty-one percent (31%) feel that the 

CFi helps to reduce conflict. Thirty-two percent (32%) report that the CFi has a mechanism to resolve 

conflict.  Eighty-eight percent (88%) of households report that illegal fishing is a problem. Ninety-one 

percent (91%) feel that government is taking action to reduce illegal fishing and 89% report that the 

CFC is taking action to reduce illegal fishing. Thirty-seven percent (37%) report that illegal fishing has 

decreased, 31% that it has increased, and 23% that it has stayed the same. Eighty-two percent (82%) 

report that enforcement has been taken to address illegal fishing. Seventy-four percent (74%) report 

that some people do obey the fishing rules.  

 

Ninety-one percent (91%) of CFi households report that fish catch has declined in the last five years. 

More than 50% report that the condition of the fishery is bad. This is a result of illegal fishing, increased 

fishing pressure and fishing in the breeding season. Seventy-eight percent (78%) feel that conservation 

areas are good. Sixty-four percent (64%) report that the CFi has improved the fish stock. Eighty-nine 

percent (89%) report that the CFi has improved fisheries management. Seventy-six percent (76%) feel 
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that the CFi has improved fish habitats. Among CFi households, 48% expect that the fishery will 

maintain its current level of productivity over the next five years. The main threats to the fishery 

include electrofishing, illegal fishing gears and practices, and population growth. The suggested 

approaches to improve fisheries management include prevent illegal fishing, more conservation areas, 

and more patrolling and enforcement.  

 

Eighty-four percent (84%) of CFi households report that the CFi has by-laws and internal regulations; 

77% report having identified boundaries and map of the community fishing area; 74% report having a 

community fishing area agreement; 54% report that the CFi is registered and recognized by MAFF; 

66% report that there is a community fishing area management plan; 71% report that there are rules 

and regulations against illegal fishing; and 69% report having a conservation area.  

 

The CFi households reported that participation of women needs to more supported and encouraged, 

there needs to more education and training on gender, and more meetings and workshops to 

encourage participation. The CFi households reported that participation of indigenous people needs 

to be supported and encouraged through more education and training on indigenous people for more 

understanding and more meetings and workshops to encourage participation.  

 

 

The following recommendations should be considered during project implementation:  

 

7. A priority should be to provide support to continue to diversify livelihoods of all households 

as fishing is a livelihood and income source for a small percentage of the households and all 

households rely on a mix of livelihood and income sources, such as agriculture.  

8. Improved fisheries management is critical to be able to maintain food security for households 

as a majority of households report not having enough fish to meet their needs. 

9. The CFis are working well and provide benefits to members. The CFis capacity to manage the 

fisheries and to serve its members needs to be strengthened on administration (i.e. funding, 

CFC roles and responsibilities) and fisheries management. 

10. Conflict is an important issue and capacity building on conflict management and dispute 

resolution is needed by the CFi members and the CFC. 

11. Illegal fishing is considered to be the most important fisheries issue. Increased capacity 

building and resources need to be put into enforcement and compliance activities.  

12. Enhance the participation of women and indigenous people in all CFi activities and as 

members of the CFC.    
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5. ANNEX: SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE 

 

Mekong Integrated Water Resources Management Project (Phase III) 

Component 1 

Community Fisheries Survey in Kratie and Stung Treng Provinces 

គម្រោង រគបរ់គងធនធានទកឹចរំ ុះ ទម្នេម្េគងគ (តណំាកក់ាលទ ីIII), ផ្នែកទី 1 

ការស្ទងម់តសិ្ហគមន៍ននសាទ 
នេតតក្រន េះ និងនេតតស្ទងឹត្ក្តង 

 
 

This Fisheries Administration is undertaking a five-year project to improve the management of fisheries 

resources in Stung Treng and Kratie Provinces. We want to understand the socioeconomic 

characteristics and livelihoods of village members in the project area, and their perceptions about the 

status and trends of their fisheries, and community fisheries management. The findings of this survey 

will provide a baseline to inform project activities, monitor project progress, and evaluate project 

impact. 

 

To improve this understanding, we need your help to complete a questionnaire. All households selected 

for this survey were randomly selected, and all responses will remain confidential. You are able to 

withdraw at any point during interview. You are able to withdraw at any point during interview. If you 

choose to withdraw, your information will not be used. Your assistance is greatly appreciated. 

 
រដ្ឋបាលជលផលកំពុងអនុវត្តគម្រោងងរៈព្ពល 5 ឆ្ន ំ្ ដ្ើម្បើកកលំអរ ការរោគមប់រោគមងធនធានជលផល្ៅ្េត្តស្ទឹង
ករោត្ង និងរោក្ េះ។ ្ៈើង ង់ៈល់ពើលកខណព ្ស្ដ្ឋកិ ច ស្ងគម្ និងជើវភាពរស់្្ៅរបស់្រោបជាជន្ៅភូម្ិកនុងត្ំបន់
្ោល្ៅននគម្រោងង នងិការៈល់្ ើញរបស់្ពួក្គមអំពើស្ថា នភាព និងននិ្នន ការ ននការ្នស្ថទរោត្ើ និងការ
រោគមប់រោគមង ស្ហគមម្ន៍្នស្ថទ។ ការរក្ ើញននការស្ទង់ម្ត្ិ្នេះនងឹផតល់នូវមូ្លដ្ឋឋ នម្ៈួ្ដ្ើម្បើផតល់ពត៌្ងនដ្ល់ 
ស្កម្មភាពគម្រោងងតាម្ដ្ឋនវឌ្ឍនពភាពគម្រោងង និងវាៈត្ំនល ផលប េះពាល់របស់្គម្រោងង។ 
 
្ដ្ើម្បើប្ងកើនការៈល់ដ្ឹង្នេះ្ៈើងរោត្ូវការជនំួៈរបស់្អនក្ដ្ើម្បើបំ្ពញករោម្ងបញ្ជ ើស្ណួំរ្នេះ។ រោគមសួ្ថរទងំអស់្
កដ្លរោត្ូវបាន្រោជើស្្រ ើស្ស្រោងប់ការស្ទង់ម្ត្ិ្នេះ រោត្ូវបាន ្រោជើស្្រ ើស្្ដ្ឋៈន ដ្នយ្ហើៈ ្ម្លើៈទងំអស់្នឹង
រកាជាការស្ងា ត់្។ អនកអា ដ្ក្ ញ្ៅ ណុំ ណាម្ៈួកនុងអំឡុង្ពលស្ំភាស្ន៍។ រោបស្និ្បើអនក្រោជើស្ 
្ដ្ើម្បើដ្ក ទិននន័ៈរបស់្អនកនងឹម្ិនរោត្ូវបាន្រោបើ។ ជំនួៈរបស់្អនករោត្ូវ បាន្កាត្ស្រ្ស្ើរយ ងខ្ល ងំ។ 
 

 

Do you have any questions about the survey? Do we have your agreement to proceed? 

្ត្ើអនកងនស្ណួំរអវើ្ផេង្ទៀត្្ទ អំពើការស្ទង់ម្ត្ិ្នេះ? ្ត្ើអនកអនុញ្ញា ត្តិដ្ំ្ណើ រការបាន្ទ 
 

Participant understands role and has given verbal consent (please check) 

អនក ូលរមួ្ៈល់ពើត្ួន្នទើ និងបានផតល់ការរោពម្្រោពៀង្ដ្ឋៈផ្ទទ ល់ (សូ្ម្ពិនិត្យ្ម្ើល) 
 

 

During the interview, convert all currency units into US dollars (USD 1 = KHR 4000) 

កនុងកំឡុង្ពលស្ំភាស្ន៍ បតូរឯកតារូបិៈប័ណណទងំអស់្ជាដុ្ល្លល រអា្ម្រកិ (USD 1 =  4000 ្រៀល) 
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Part ផ្នែកទី I 

Questionnaire for Household Survey 
 

ករោម្ងស្ណួំរស្រោងប់ការស្ទង់ម្ត្ិតាម្រោគមសួ្ថរ 
 

1. Identification ការកណំត់្អត្តស្ញ្ញា ណ 

 

1.1 Date of Interview 

នងា្ធវើស្ងា ស្ន៍ 
 

 

1.2  Household Identification Number 

in the village chief books ្លេអត្ត
ស្ញ្ញា ណរោគមួស្ថរ្ៅកនុង្ស្ៀវ្ៅ្ម្
ភូម្ ិ

 

1.3 Village Name ្ ម្ េះភូម្ ិ  

1.4 Commune Name ្ ម្ េះ ុ ំ  

1.5 District Name ្ ម្ េះរោស្ុក  

1.6 Province ្េត្ត  

1.7 Name and Telephone number of 

Interviewee ្លេទូរស័្ពធ និង្ ម្ េះ 
របស់្ អនកផតល់ស្ងា ស្ន៍ 

 

 

1.8 Questionnaire number on this date 

្លេ្រៀងននករោម្ងសំ្នួរកនុងកាលបរ ិ្ េទ
្នេះ 

 

 

 

2. History រោបវត្តិ 
 

2.1 How long has your family been living in this village? ្ត្ើរោគមួស្ថររបស់្អនកបានរស់្្ៅកនុងភូម្ិ
្នេះអស់្រៈព្ពលប ុន្នម ន្ហើៈ? 
Years ឆ្ន _ំ_______ 

 

 

3. Household composition ស្ងស្ភាពរោគមសួ្ថរ 
 

3.1  

 

How many people are part of your household? (those 

living in and those living outside but who send money 

to or receive money from home) 
្ត្ើស្ងជកិកនុងរោគមួស្ថរបស់្អនកងនប ុន្នម ន្នក់?(គមិត្ទងំអនក
កដ្លរស់្្ៅកនុង និង្រោៅរោគមួស្ថរ រមួ្ទងំអនកកដ្ល្ផញើរោបាក់ឬ
ទទួលរោបាក់ពើផទេះ) 

Number of people  ំននួម្នុស្េ..................... 
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3.2 How many male among the household people? ្ត្ើងន
រោបុស្ប ុន្នម នន្នក់្ៅកនុងរោគមសួ្ថរ? 

Number of male  ំននួម្នុស្េរោបុស្ _____    

3.3 Gender of the household head ្ត្ើនណាជា្ម្រោគមួស្ថរ? 1. Male បុរស្ (   ) 2. Female ស្រស្តើ (   )  
 

3.4  Ethnicity ជនជាត្ិភាគមត្ិ  Phnong ពនង___ Kouy កួៈ____ Steing 

្ស្ទៀង___ 

Mil ម្ិល__ Kroal ្រោកាល___ Thmorn ងមូន____ 

Khaonh េូញ__Tompuonn ទំពួន____ 

Charay ចារាៈ___Kroeung រោគមឹង_____ Kavet 

កា្វត្_____Saouch ស្អូ _____ Lun លុន_____ 

Kachak កញ្ខ ក់_____ Praov ្រោៅ____ 

Khmer កេមរ_____ Cham ចាម្____ 

Vietnamese ្វៀត្ណាម្_____  Lao ឡាវ____ 

Other ្ផេងៗ______________ 

3.5 Language spoken and understood ភាស្ថនិយៈនិងៈល់ Mil ម្ិល__ Kroal ្រោកាល___ Thmorn ងមូន____ 

Khaonh េូញ__Tompuonn ទំពួន____ 

Charay ចារាៈ___Kroeung រោគមឹង_____ Kavet 

កា្វត្_____Saouch ស្អូ _____ Lun លុន_____ 

Kachak កញ្ខ ក់_____ Praov ្រោៅ____ 

Khmer កេមរ_____ Cham ចាម្____ 

Vietnamese ្វៀត្ណាម្_____  Lao ឡាវ____ 

Other ្ផេងៗ______________ 
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4. Livelihood របរ ញិ្ច ឹម្ជើវតិ្ 

4.1 What is the percentage of household income that comes from each activity in a year?  ្ត្ើភាគមរៈ នន
 ំណូល រោបចារំោគមួស្ថរ កដ្លបានម្កពើស្កម្មភាពនើម្ួៈៗន្ន្ពលប ចុបបនន្នេះប ុន្នម ន? 
Crop ដ្ំណា:ំ _________% 

Livestock ស្ត្វ ិញ្ច ឹម្: _______% 

Orchard  ំការ: _______% 

Fishing ការ្នស្ថទ: __________% 

Aquaculture វារ ើវបបកម្ម: _________% 

Gathering ការរោបមូ្លផលវារ ើជាត្:ិ ________%  
 

Fishing related jobs (processing, trading, boat/gear building) ការងារពាក់ព័នធនងឹ្នស្ថទ (ការកកន ន, ការ
លក់ដូ្រ, ទូក / ្ធវើឧបករណ៍្នស្ថទ): ____________% 
Non-Fish-Farm Jobs (Specify) ការងារ្រោៅពើកស្ិដ្ឋឋ ន ញិ្ច ឹម្រោត្ើ (បញ្ញជ ក់): __________________% 

Non-Fish-Farm Jobs (Specify) ការងារ្រោៅពើកស្ិដ្ឋឋ ន ញិ្ច ឹម្រោត្ើ (បញ្ញជ ក់): __________________% 

Non-Fish-Farm Jobs (Specify) ការងារ្រោៅពើកស្ិដ្ឋឋ ន ញិ្ច ឹម្រោត្ើ (បញ្ញជ ក់): __________________% 

Non-Fish-Farm Jobs (Specify) ការងារ្រោៅពើកស្ិដ្ឋឋ ន ញិ្ច ឹម្រោត្ើ (បញ្ញជ ក់) __________________% 

Remittance (Specify) ការ្ផទើររោបាក់ (បញ្ញជ ក់)________________% 

Other (Specify) ្ផេងៗ (បញ្ញជ ក់): _________________________% 

  

 

5. House and land assets រោទពយស្ម្បត្តផិទេះ នងិដ្ើ  
 

5.1 What is the construction material of the house? រោប្ភទននផទេះ?   ________ 

 (1 = thatch house ផទេះស្បូវ, 2 = wooden house roofed with tin sheets ផទេះដ្ំបូលរោបក់្កបឿង, 3 = Wooden 

house roofed with tiles and fibrous cementផទេះដ្ំបូលរោបក់្កបឿងនិងសុ្ើម្ ងត៍្, 4 = concrete/brick house ផទេះ
្បតុ្ង / ឥដ្ឋ, 5 = others (specify): ្ផេងៗ (បញ្ញជ ក់)................................... 
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Part ផ្នែកទ ីII 
1.  

FISHING, AQUACULTURE AND NUTRITION QUESTIONNAIRE 

ការ្នស្ថទ, វារ ើវបបកម្ម នងិស្ណួំរអាហារ រូបត្ាម្ា 
9. FISHING ការ្នស្ថទ 

 

9.1 How many years have you been fishing? ្ត្ើអនកបាន្ធវើការ្នស្ថទប ុន្នម នឆ្ន មំ្ក្ហើៈ?_____ years ឆ្ន  ំ 
 

9.2 How many members of your household are engaged in fishing FULL TIME?  
្ត្ើស្ងជកិកនុងរោគមួស្ថរប ុន្នម នន្នក់កដ្លបាន្ធវើការ្នស្ថទជារោបចា?ំ________ 

9.3 How many members of your household are engaged in fishing PART TIME? 

្ត្ើស្ងជកិកនុងរោគមួស្ថរប ុន្នម នន្នក់កដ្លបាន្ធវើការ្នស្ថទម្តងងក ល?________ 

Do you own any fishing equipment with a 

value  > US$1000 ្ត្ើអនកងនឧបករណ៍្នស្ថទ 
ផ្ទទ ល់េលួន ត្នម្លធជំាង 1000 ដុ្ល្លល  

Number  ំនួន Resale Value ត្នម្លលក់បនត 

9.4   

9.5   

9.6   

9.7 What other products do you catch/collect besides fish? ្ត្ើអនករោបមូ្លផលអវើេលេះ្រោៅពើរោត្ើ? 
 Snailsេយង __Turtles អ្ណតើ ក___ Crabs កាត ម្___  Snakes ពស់្___Other ្ផេងៗ (specify) បញ្ញជ ក់___ 

9.8 

 

 

During the last five year has your fish catch: ្ត្ើការចាប់រោត្ើរបស់្អនកកនុងរៈព្ពល ៥ឆ្ន  ុំង្រោកាៈ៖ 

Increased in quantity by ងន ំនួន្កើន្ឡើងគមិត្ជា____________% 

Remained the same ងន ំននួដូ្ ពើមុ្ន ___________ 

Decreased in quantity by ងន ំននួងៈ ុេះគមតិ្ជា___________% 

 

9.9 What is the reason? ្ត្ើងន្ហតុ្ផលអវើេលេះ? 
 
 
 

9.10 If fish catch has decreased, how did you cope with the decline in your catch? (Note: answer choices 

focus on the livelihood decision to cope with change). រោបស្ិន្បើការ្នស្ថទរោត្ើងៈ ុេះ្ត្ើអនកបានងន
វធិានការទប់ទល់នងឹការធាល ក់ ុេះននការចាប់រោត្ើរបស់្អនកកដ្រឬ្ទ? ( ំណា:ំ ជ្រោម្ើស្  ្ម្លើៈ ្ផ្ទត ត្្លើការ
ស្្រោម្  តិ្តននការ ញិ្ច ឹម្ជើវតិ្្ដ្ើម្បើទប់ទល់នងឹការផ្ទល ស់្បតូរ) ។ 

1. Increase farming activities ប្ងកើនស្កម្មភាពកស្កិម្ម 
2. Started to farming on rented farm ចាប់្ផដើម្្ធវើកស្កិម្ម្លើកស្ដិ្ឋឋ នជលួ 

3. Started upland cultivation ចាប់្ផតើម្ដ្ឋដុំ្េះ្លើដ្ើទលួ 

4. Bought farmland ទិញដ្ើករោស្ ំការ 
5. Economic migration of some members (in country or abroad) ការ្ធវើ ណំាករោស្ុក ្ដ្ឋៈស្ថ

្ស្ដ្ឋកិ ច ននស្ងជិកម្ៈួ ំននួ (្ៅកនុងរោប្ទស្ ឬ្រោៅរោប្ទស្) 
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6. Borrowed money បានេចើលុៈ 

7. Reduced food consumption កាត់្បនាៈការ្រោបើរោបាស់្អាហារ 
8. Other (Please specify) ្ផេង្ទៀត្ (សូ្ម្បញ្ញជ ក់្អាៈ ាស់្)________________ 

9.11 What percentage of your household INCOME do you think comes from fish and fishing?  

្ត្ើអនកគមតិ្ថា ណូំលននរោគមួស្ថររបស់្អនកប ុន្នម នភាគមរៈពើរោត្ើ និងការ្នស្ថទ?____________%  

9.12 What percentage of the meat (protein) eaten in your household do you think comes from fish?  
្ត្ើប ុន្នម នភាគមរៈ ននស្ថ ់ (រោបូ្ត្អុើន) កដ្លហូប្ៅកនុងរោគមួស្ថររបស់្អនក, អនកគមិត្ថាបានម្កពើរោត្ើ?____________% 

 
 

 

Fishing Income 

 ំណូលពើការ្នស្ថទ 
Dry season  

(Feb-Apr) 

រដូ្វ្ៅត កេ
(កុម្ាព-្ម្ស្ថ) 

Flooding  

(May-July) 

រដូ្វទឹកជំនន់ កេ 
(ឧស្ភា-កកកដ្ឋ) 

Flood/rainy season 

(Aug.-Oct.) 

រដូ្វវស្ានិងទកឹជន់កេ    
(ស្ើហា-តុ្ល្ល) 

Flood recession (Nov.-

January) 

រដូ្វទឹកជំនន់រោស្ក កេ        
(វ ិេិកា-ម្ករា) 

9.13 Average monthly 

income from fishing  

 ំណូលរោបចាកំេជាម្ធយម្
ពើការ្នស្ថទ 

    

 

9.14 Average monthly 

income from fish 

trading (retail, 

wholesale)  ំណូល
រោបចាកំេ ជាម្ធយម្ពើការ
លក់ដូ្ររោត្ើ (លក់រាៈ, 
លក់ដុ្)ំ 

    

9.15 Average monthly 

income from fish 

processing រោបាក់ ណូំល 
រោបចាកំេពើការកកន នរោត្ើ 

    

 

Do not include the catch of waged labor in fisheries for other people.  

កំុរាបប់ញ្ចូ លការចាបៈ់កពលកម្មកដ្លបាន្រៀប ំ្ឡើងកនុងវសិ្ៈ័ជលផលសំ្រាបអ់នកដ្នទ។ 

 

9.16 In your opinion, what are the main threats to the fisheries?  

តាម្គមំនតិ្របស់្អនក, ្ត្ើអវើជាការគមំរាម្កំកហង ម្បងដ្ល់វស័ិ្ៈជលផល? 
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Most important fishing gears ឧបករណ៍្នស្ថទកដ្លស្ខំ្ន់ជាង្គម 

 

9.17 What is the most important of your fishing gear (Number 1)?  

្ត្ើឧបករណ៍្នស្ថទណាម្ួៈកដ្លស្ំខ្ន់ជាង្គមកដ្លចាប់រោត្ើបាន្រោ ើន (ទើ ១)? Name: ្ ម្ េះ………… 
 

Examples: “Gillnet”; “Castnet”, “Traps”; “Hook longline/Single” (ឧទហរណ៏: ម្ង, ស្ំណាញ់, លប, ស្នទួ
 រនង/បនងក)្ផេងៗ្ទៀត្............................................... 
 

Questions 

ស្ំណួរ 

Dry season  

(Feb-Apr) 

រដូ្វ្ៅត  កេ
កុម្ាព-្ម្ស្ថ 

Flooding  

(May-July) 

រដូ្វទឹកជំនន់ កេ 
ឧស្ភា-កកកដ្ឋ 

Flood/rainy season 

(Aug.-Oct.) 

រដូ្វវស្ា 
កេ ស្ើហា-តុ្ល្ល 

Flood recession 

(Nov.-January) 

រដូ្វទឹកស្រោម្ក  
វ ិេិកា-ម្ករា 

9.18 During what seasons do you 

use this gear? (yes=1, no=0) 

្ត្ើកនុងរដូ្វណាកដ្លអនក្រោបើឧបករណ៍
្នេះ? (បាទ = 1 ោម ន= 0) 

    

9.19 How many days per month do 

you use this gear? ្ត្ើអនក្រោបើ 
ឧបករណ៍្នេះប ុន្នម ននងាកនុងម្ៈួកេ? 

    

9.20 What is the total weight (kg) 

of your catch per week? Include 

fishing activity of all household 

members ្ត្ើអនកចាប់ បាន ប ុន្នម ន គម
.ក កនុងម្ួៈស្បាត ហ៍? រាប់បញ្ចូ ល 
ស្កម្មភាព ្នស្ថទ របស់្ស្ងជិក
រោគមួស្ថរទងំអស់្។ 

    

9.21 How many kilos of catch are 

eaten (own use) per week? ្ ត្ើប ុន្នម ន
គមើឡូរោកាម្ ស្រោងប់ហូប (ការ្រោបើ
ផ្ទទ ល់) ននការ ចាប់បានកនុង១ស្បាត
ហ៍?  

    

9.22 How many kilos of catch are 

sold per week? ្ត្ើប ុន្នម នគមើឡូរោកាម្ 
ស្រោងប់លក់ នន ការចាប់បាន កនុង១
ស្បាត ហ៍? 

    

9.23 What is the total sale value of 

fish catch (USD) per week? ្ត្ើការ
លក់រោត្ើ ស្រុបគមិត្ជា ដុ្ល្លល រ កនុង ១     
ស្បាត ហ៍? (ដុ្ល្លល រអា្ម្រកិ) 

    

*Use only Kilograms; if Tons, convert by x 1000 kg គមតិ្ជា (គម.ក), រោបស្និ្បើជា្តាន រោត្វូគុមណ  X 
១០០០គម.ក 
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9.24 What is the most important of your fishing gear (Number 2)?  

្ត្ើឧបករណ៍្នស្ថទណាម្ួៈកដ្លស្ំខ្ន់ជាង្គមកដ្លចាប់រោត្ើបាន្រោ ើន (ទើ ២)? Name: ្ ម្ េះ………… 

(Examples: gillnets “mong kang”; fishing rod “santouch bobok”; cylinder trap “lop nhek sre”; handle 

scoop basket “chhnieng dai”; scissor push net “thnorng runh”) ឧបករណ៍្នស្ថទរោត្ើតូ្ ៗ (្ទៀងទត់្) 
ស្ំខ្ន់ពើរ (ឧទហរណ៍ព ម្ងកាងំ, បបក់, លប, ន្ ង នងិងនងរុញ), ្ផេងៗ្ទៀត្
........................................ 
 

Questions 

ស្ំណួរ 

Dry season  

(Feb-Apr) 

រដូ្វ្ៅត   
កេកុម្ាព-្ម្ស្ថ 

Flooding  

(May-July) 

រដូ្វទឹកជំនន់  
ឧស្ភា-កកកដ្ឋ 

Flood/rainy season 

(Aug.-Oct.) 

រដូ្វវស្ា 
កេ ស្ើហា-តុ្ល្ល 

Flood recession 

(Nov.-January) 

រដូ្វទឹកស្រោម្ក  
វ ិេិកា-ម្ករា 

9.25 During what seasons do you 

use this gear? (yes=1, no=0) 

្ត្ើកនុងរដូ្វណាកដ្លអនក្រោបើឧបករណ៍
្នេះ? (បាទ = 1 ោម ន្លេ 0) 

    

9.26 What is the total weight (kg) of 

your catch per week? Include fishing 

activity of all household members. 

្ត្ើអនកចាប់ បាន ប ុន្នម ន គម.ក កនុងមួ្ៈស្
បាត ហ៍?រាប់បញ្ចូ លស្កម្មភាព ្នស្ថទ
របស់្ស្ងជិករោគួមស្ថរទងំអស់្។ 

    

9.27 How many kilos of catch are 

eaten (own use) per week? ្ត្ើប ុន្នម ន
គមើឡូរោកាម្ស្រោងប់ហូប (ការ្រោបើផ្ទទ ល់) 
កនុង១ស្បាត ហ៍ ននការចាប់បាន? 

    

9.28 How many kilos of catch are sold 

per week? ្ត្ើប ុន្នម នគមើឡូរោកាម្ ស្រោងប់
លក់/១ស្បាត ហ៍ននការចាប់បាន? 

    

9.29 What is the total sale value 

of fish catch per week? (USD)  

្ត្ើការលក់រោត្ើស្រុប/១ស្បាត ហ៍ត្នម្ល
ប ុន្នម ន/១ស្បាត ហ៍(ដុ្ល្លល រអា្ម្រកិ) 

    

     

*Use only Kilograms; if Tons, convert by x 1000 kg គមតិ្ជា (គម.ក), រោបស្និ្បើជា្តាន រោត្វូគុមណ ១០០០គម
.ក 
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9.30 What is the most important of your fishing gear (Number 3)?  

្ត្ើឧបករណ៍្នស្ថទណាម្ួៈកដ្លស្ំខ្ន់ជាង្គមកដ្លចាប់រោត្ើបាន្រោ ើន (ទើ ៣)? Name: ្ ម្ េះ………… 

 

Questions 

ស្ំណួរ 

Dry season  

(Feb-Apr) 

រដូ្វ្ៅត  កេកុម្ាព-
្ម្ស្ថ 

Flooding  

(May-July) 

រដូ្វទឹកជំនន់ កេ 
ឧស្ភា-កកកដ្ឋ 

Flood/rainy 

season  

Aug.-Oct. 

រដូ្វវស្ា 
កេ ស្ើហា-តុ្ល្ល 

Flood recession 

(Nov.-January) 

រដូ្វទឹកស្រោម្ក  
វ ិេិកា-ម្ករា 

9.31 During what seasons do you 

use this gear? (1=yes, 0=no) 

្ត្ើកនុងរដូ្វណាកដ្លអនក្រោបើឧបករណ៍
្នេះ? (បាទ = 1 ោម ន្លេ 0) 

    

9.32 What is the total weight (kg) of 

your catch per week? Include fishing 

activity of all household members. ្ត្ើ
អនកចាប់បានប ុន្នម ន គម.ក កនុងម្ួៈនងា? រាប់
បញ្ចូ លស្កម្មភាព្នស្ថទ របស់្ស្ងជិក
រោគមួស្ថរទងំអស្់។ 

    

9.33 How many kilos of catch are 

eaten (own use) per week? ្ត្ើប ុន្នម ន
គមើឡូរោកាម្ស្រោងប់ហូប (ការ្រោបើផ្ទទ ល់) 
ស្រោងប់១ស្បាត ហ៍ ននការចាប់បាន? 

    

9.34 How many kilos of catch are 

sold per week? ្ត្ើប ុន្នម នគមើឡូរោកាម្ 
ស្រោងបល់ក/់១ស្បាត ហ៍ននការចាប់បាន? 

    

9.35 What is the total sale value of 

fish catch per week? (USD) ្ត្ើការ
លក់រោត្ើស្រុបកនុងម្ួៈស្បាត ហ៍ត្នម្ល
ប ុន្នម ន កនុង ១ស្បាត ហ៍? (ដុ្ល្លល ) 

    

 

*Use only Kilograms; if Tons, convert by x 1000 kg គមិត្ជា (គម.ក), រោបសិ្ន្បើជា្តាន រោត្ូវគុមណ ១០០០គម.ក 
9.36 By whom is fishing done? ្ ត្ើភាគម្រោ ើនអនកណា្ៅ្នស្ថទរោត្ើ? by women ្ដ្ឋៈស្រស្តើ_______%; men្ដ្ឋៈ
បុរស្_______%; ្ដ្ឋៈកូន្កមង by children _______% (sum should be ផលបូករោត្ូវបាន 100%)..............................% 
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10. PROCESSING ការកកន ន 
10.1 Do you processes fish? ្ត្ើអនកងនកកន នរោត្ើ YES ្ធវើ_________NO អត់្________ 

10.2 If yes, by whom is processing done? (sum should be 100%)   
រោបសិ្ន្បើងន, ្ត្ើការកកន នរោត្ើរោត្ូវបាន្ធវើ្ដ្ឋៈនរណា? (ផលបូករោត្ូវគមិត្ជា 100%) 

Men បុរស្ Percentage: ជាភាគមរៈ_______% 

Women ស្រស្តើ Percentage: ជាភាគមរៈ_______% 

Children ្កមង Percentage: ជាភាគមរៈ_______% 

Total ស្រុប Percentage: ជាភាគមរៈ_______% 
 

Questions 

Dry season  

(Feb-Apr) 

រដូ្វ្ៅត  កេកុម្ាព-
្ម្ស្ថ 

Flooding  

(May-July) 

រដូ្វទឹកជំនន់ កេ 
ឧស្ភា-កកកដ្ឋ 

Flood/rainy season 

(Aug.-Oct.) 

រដូ្វវស្ា 
កេ ស្ើហា-តុ្ល្ល 

Flood recession 

(Nov.-January) 

រដូ្វទឹកស្រោម្ក  
វ ិេិកា-ម្ករា 

10.3 During what seasons do 

you process fish? (1=yes, 0= no)

្ត្ើកនុងរដូ្វណាកដ្លអនក្ធវើការកកន ន រោត្ើ
្នេះ? (បាទ = 1 ោម ន្លេ 0) 

    

10.4 How many kg do you 

process per week? Include 

activity of all household 

members. ្ត្ើប ុន្នម ន គម.ក កដ្លអនក្ធវើ 
ការ កកន នកនុង ១ស្បាត ហ៍? រមួ្បញ្ចូ ល
ស្កម្មភាព ស្ងជិករោគមួស្ថរទងំអស់្ 

    

10.5 How many kilos of 

processed fish do you eat per 

week (own use)? ្ត្ើរោត្ើកកន នប ុន្នម ន
គមើឡូរោកាម្ ស្រោងប់ហូប (ការ្រោបើ
ផ្ទទ ល)់ កនុង១ស្បាត ហ៍? 

    

10.6 How many kilos of 

processed fish do you sell per 

week? ្ត្ើរោត្ើកកន នប ុន្នម នគមើឡូរោកាម្ 
ស្រោងប់ លក់កនុង ១ស្បាត ហ៍? 

    

10.7 What is the total sale value 

of fish processed and sold per 

week? (USD) 

្ត្ើការលក់រោត្ើបានកកន នស្រុបកនុងម្ួៈ
ស្បាត ហ៍ ប ុន្នម ន កនុង ១ស្បាត ហ៍? 
(ដុ្ល្លល រអា្ម្រកិ) 

    

*Use only Kilograms; if Tons, convert by x 1000 kg គមិត្ជា (គម.ក), រោបស្ិន្បើជា្តាន រោត្ូវគុមណ ១០០០
គម.ក 
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10.8 In your opinion, what are the main problems in processing? កនុងគមនំិត្របស់្អនក, ្ត្ើអវើ្ ៅជាបញ្ញា  
 ម្បងកនុងការកកន នរោត្ើ? 
 

 

 
 

10.9 In your opinion, how can processing be improved? ្ត្ើ្ៅកនុងគមនំិត្របស់្អនក, ្ត្ើ្ធវើកបបណា្ដ្ើម្បើ្ ធវើ   
ឲ្យរោប្ស្ើរ ្ឡើងកនុងការកកន នរោត្ើ? 

 

 

 
 

 

 

11. AQUACULTURE វារ ើវបបកម្ម  
 

11.1  Do you practice aquaculture ្ត្ើអនក្ធវើវារ ើវបបកម្ម្ទ? YES ្ធវើ_________NO អត់្________ 

 

11.2 If yes, by whom is processing done? (sum should be 100%) 

រោបស្ិន្បើងន, ្ត្ើការកកន នរោត្ើអនកណាជា្ធវើ? (ផលបូករោត្ូវគមិត្ជា 100%) 
 

Men បុរស្ Percentage: ជាភាគមរៈ_______% 

Women ស្រស្តើ Percentage: ជាភាគមរៈ_______% 

Children ្កមង Percentage: ជាភាគមរៈ_______% 

Total ស្រុប Percentage: ជាភាគមរៈ_______% 
 

 

11.3 What species are you raising ្ត្ើរោប្ភទអវើេលេះអនក ិញ្ច ឹម្?  

 

 

 

11.4 What is the percentage of your fingerlings coming from the wild? ្ត្ើកូនរោត្ើរបស់្អនកៈកម្កពើធម្មជាត្ិ
ងនប ុន្នម នភាគមរៈ?___________% 

11.5 What is the percentage of your fingerlings coming from a hatchery? ្ត្ើកូនរោត្ើរបស់្អនកៈកម្កពើការ
ភាញ ស់្ងនប ុន្នម នភាគមរៈ?___________% 

11.6 Do you feed your aquaculture fish with fish from the wild? ្ត្ើអនក ញិ្ច ឹម្រោត្ើ្ដ្ឋៈឲ្យ ំណើ  កដ្លរកបាន
ពើធម្មជាត្ិកដ្លឫ្ទ? 
Yes _____ No_____ 

11.7 If yes, what is the percentage of wild fish in the protein they eat? រោបស្និ្បើងន, ្ត្ើរោត្ើពើធម្មជា្ន្នេះ
ប ុន្នម នភាគមរៈ ឲ្យវាសុ្ើ?_________________% 
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Questions 

ស្ំណួរ 

Dry season  

(Feb-Apr) 

រដូ្វ្ៅត  កេកុម្ ្
ភព-្ម្ស្ថ 

Flooding  

(May-July) 

រដូ្វទឹកជំនន់ កេ 
ឧស្ភា-កកកដ្ឋ 

Flood/rainy season 

(Aug.-Oct.) 

រដូ្វវស្ា 
កេ ស្ើហា-តុ្ល្ល 

Flood recession 

(Nov.-January) 

រដូ្វទឹកស្រោម្ក  
វ ិេិកា-ម្ករា 

11.8 For each of the past seasons, 

how many kilos of aquaculture 

fish did your produce? ស្រោងប់រដូ្
វកាលនើម្ៈួៗកនលងម្ក ្ត្ើការ
 ិញ្ច ឹម្ រោត្ើ បានប ុន្នម នគមើឡូរោកាម្? 

    

11.9 How many kilos of the 

production are consumed by the 

household? ្ត្ើ ំននួប ុន្នម ន Kg នន
ផលិត្កម្ម រោត្ូវបាន្រោបើរោបាស់្្ដ្ឋៈ
រោគមួស្ថរ? 

    

11.10 How many kilos of the 

production are sold? ្ត្ើ ំននួ Kg  
ននការផលតិ្កម្មរោត្ូវបានលក់? 

    

11.11 What is the total sale value 

of aquaculture fish production 

for this system per season? 

(USD) ្ត្ើអនកលក់រោត្ើ ិញ្ច ឹម្បាន
ប ុន្នម ន កនុងម្ួៈរដូ្វ? (ដុ្ល្លល ) 

    

 

11.12 In your opinion, what are the main problems in aquaculture? ្ត្ើ្ៅកនុងគមនំិត្របស់្អនក, ្ត្ើអវើ្ៅជា
បញ្ញា  ម្បងកនុង ការ្ធវើវារ ើវបបកម្ម? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

11.13 In your opinion, how can aquaculture be improved? ្ត្ើ្ៅកនុងគមនំិត្របស់្អនក, ្ត្ើ្ធវើកបបណា្ដ្ើម្បើ្ ធវើ   
ឲ្យរោប្ស្ើរ ្ឡើងកនុងការការ្ធវើវារ ើវបបកម្ម? 
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12. FOOD AND NUTRITION អាហារនិងអាហារូបត្ាម្ា 
 

Focus on the whole year ្ផ្ទត ត្្លើរៈព្ពល ្ពញម្ួៈឆ្ន  ំ
 

Is there a season during which there is not enough food to meet the family needs? ្ត្ើងនរដូ្វកាលកដ្ល
ម្ិនងនអាហាររោគមប់រោោន់្ដ្ើម្បើបំ្ពញតាម្ត្រោម្ូវការរបស់្រោគមសួ្ថរ្ទ? 

 

Focus on the whole year ្ផ្ទត ត្
្លើរៈព្ពល ្ពញម្ៈួឆ្ន  ំ

Dry season  

(Feb-Apr) 

រដូ្វ្ៅត  កេ   
កុម្ាព-្ម្ស្ថ 

Flooding  

(May-July) 

រដូ្វទឹកជំនន់ កេ 
ឧស្ភា-កកកដ្ឋ 

Flood/rainy season 

(Aug.-Oct.) 

រដូ្វវស្ា 
កេ ស្ើហា-តុ្ល្ល 

Flood recession 

(Nov.-January) 

រដូ្វទឹកស្រោម្ក  
វ ិេិកា-ម្ករា 

12.1 Not enough rice អងករម្និ
រោគមប់រោោន់ 

    

12.2 Not enough vegetable បកនល
ម្ិនរោគមប់រោោន់ 

    

12.3 Not enough fish រោត្ើម្ិនរោគមប់
រោោន់ 

    

12.4 Not enough meat ស្ថ ់ម្ិន
រោគមប់រោោន់ 

    

 

Focus on the past month (4 weeks) ្ផ្ទត ត្្លើកេកនលង្ៅ (4 ស្បាត ហ៍) 
 

 

 

Neve

r 

ម្ិន
កដ្ល 

Sometimes 

(1-10 times) 

្ពលេលេះ (1-

10 ដ្ង) 

Often 

(>10 

times) 

ជាញឹក
ញាប់ (> 

10 ដ្ង) 

Daily 

រោបចាំ
នងា 
 

12.5 In the past four weeks = 30 days, did you worry 

that your household would not have enough food or 

have to cut on portions / quality? កនុងរៈព្ពលបួនស្ប ្
តាហ៍ = 30 នងា្ត្ើ អនករោពៈួបារម្ាថារោគមួស្ថររបស់្អនកម្ិន
ងនអាហាររោគមប់រោោន់ឬរោត្ូវកាត់្បនាៈ 1កផនក/ គុមណ
ភាព? 

    

12.6 In the past four weeks, did you or any household 

member increase fishing, especially to get more food 

for the household? កនុងរៈព្ពលបួនស្បាត ហ៍ ុង្រោកាៈ
្នេះ្ត្ើអនក ឬស្ងជិក រោគមួស្ថរណាងន ក់ប្ងកើនការ្នស្ថទ
ជាពិ្ស្ស្្ដ្ើម្បើទទួលបានអាហារ្រោ ើនជាងស្រោងប់
រោគមួស្ថរ? 
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12.7 In the past four weeks, did you or any household 

member increase gathering of snails, crabs, shell-fish, 

morning glory, water lilies, or wild lotus, especially to 

get more food for the household? កនុងរៈព្ពលបួនស្
បាត ហ៍កនលង ម្ក្នេះ្ត្ើអនកឬស្ងជិករោគមសួ្ថរណាងន ក់
ប្ងកើនការរោបមូ្លបាន េយង, កាត ម្, េយង, រោគមំ ្លៀស្, 
រោត្កួន, រោពលិត្, រោកអាវឈូក ជាពិ្ស្ស្្ដ្ើម្បើទទលួបាន
អាហារ្រោ ើនជាងស្រោងប់រោគមសួ្ថរ? 

    

 

Focus on the past 7 days. ្ផ្ទត ត្្លើ 7 នងាកនលង្ៅ  
 

Ask respondents to recall if they ate the following food items over the past 7 days. Items could be 

smoked, dried, salted, fermented or have undergone any other preservation technique. Amounts 

reported are for the whole household.  
 

ស្ួរអនក្្លើៈស្ណួំរឱ្យរលំកឹ្ឡើងវញិរោបស្និ្បើអនកញុាអំាហារដូ្ ខ្ង្រោកាម្កនុងរៈព្ពល 7 នងា ុង្រោកាៈ។ 
្ស្ កតើរាៈការដូ្ ជា បានជក់បារ ើ, ដ្ំណាប់, រោត្ើរោបល្លក់, ទឹកកផល្ឈើរោតា ំឬងនប្ ចក្ទស្រោបចារំោគមួស្ថរ្ផេងៗ
្ទៀត្ ណាម្ួៈស្រោងប់រោគមួស្ថរទងំមូ្ល។ ្ផេងៗ្ទៀត្........................................... 
 

 

Food item ស្ថរជាត្ិម្ាូបអាហារ 
12.8 Number of days eaten over 

last 7 days  ំនួននងាកដ្ល ទទួលទន
កនុងរៈព្ពល 7 នងា ុង្រោកាៈ 

12.9 Quantity in (Kg)  

(Last 7 days in total) បរងិណ
ជា (Kg) (ស្រុប 7 នងា ុង្រោកាៈ) 

Fish រោត្ើ   

Aquatic animals e.g. Snails, 

Shellfish, Crabs and Snakes េយង
, រោគមំ, កាត ម្ និងពស់្ 

  

Need a conversion table from units to kg) e.g. 3 snakes = 500 g រោត្ូវការតារាងបកម្លងពើឯកតាត ្ៅជាគមើឡូរោកាម្  (ឧ.  ពស់្ 3 = 
500 រោកាម្ 
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Part ផ្នែកទ ីIII 

Community Fishery Survey ការស្ទង់ម្ត្សិ្ហគមម្ន៍្នស្ថទ 
 

Details about the Community Fishery (CFi) ព័ត៌្ងនលអំតិ្អពំើស្ហគមម្ន៍្នស្ថទ 

13. Are you a member of the CFi? ្ត្ើអនកជាស្ងជិក ស្.ន ? Yes បាទ____ No ្ទ_____ 

 

14 Description of CF ពិពណ៍ន្នអំពើ 
ស្.ន 

 

14.1 What is the name of the CF? ្ត្ើ 
ស្.ន ងន្ ម្ េះអវើ? 

 

14.2 Where is it located? ្ត្ើងនទើតាងំ
ស្ាិត្្ៅកកនលងណា? 

Village ភូម្ិ_________Commune  ុ_ំ________ 

District រោស្ុក___________ Province ្េត្ត__________ 

14.3 Total area of CFi (ha) : ងននផទដ្ើ 
ស្រុបប ុន្នម ន (ហ.ត្) 

__________ ហ.ត្             Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង______ 

 

14.4 TOTAL number of CFi members 

 ំនួនស្ងជិក ស្.ន ស្រុប 
 

__________        ន្នក់                     Unknown អត់្
ដ្ឹង____ 

14.5 Number of FEMALE CFi 

members  ំនួនស្ងជិក ស្.ន ជា
ស្រស្តើ 

 

__________         ន្នក់                     Unknown អត់្
ដ្ឹង____ 

 

15 Management/operation of CFi ការរោគមប់រោគមង/ដ្ំ្ ណើ រ
កានន ស្.ន 

 

15.1 Has the government (such as fisheries cantonment) 

provided technical assistance to the establishment of 

community fishery? ្ត្ើងនស្ថា ប័នជនំ្នញ (ដូ្ ជា   
េ័ណឌ រដ្ឋបាលជលផល) បានផតល់ជំនៈួប្ ចក្ទស្កនុង
ការប្ងកើត្ ស្.នកដ្រឫ្ទ? 

Yes ងន____No អត់្___Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

15.2 Has some organization (such as an NGO) supported  

the community fishery? ្ត្ើងនស្ថា ប័ន្ផេង្ទៀត្ 
(ដូ្ ជា អងគការ្រោៅរដ្ឋឋ ភិបាល) បានោរំោទ Should be 
delete?ស្.នកដ្រឫ្ទ? 

Yes ងន____No អត់្___Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

15.3 If yes, name of organization រោបស្ិន្បើងន ្ ម្ េះ នន
ស្ថា ប័ន 

 

 

 

15.4 Are there CFi by-laws and internal regulations ស្.ន 
ងន លកខេ័នតកិព នងិបទបញ្ញជ នផទកនុង 

Yes ងន____No អត់្___Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 
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15.6 Have boundaries and mapping of the community 

fishing areas been completed?  ្ត្ើការគូមរកផនទើ និង
កផនទើ    ស្.ន បានបញ្ច ប់្ហើៈឫ្ៅ? 

Yes ងន____No អត់្___Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

15.7 Is there a Community Fishery Area Agreement? ្ត្ើ
ងនកិ ចរោពម្្រោពៀងកកនលង្នស្ថទស្ហគមម្ន៍? 

Yes ងន____No អត់្___Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

15.8 Has there been registration and recognition of the 

community fisheries by FiA and MAFF? ្ត្ើងនការ
 ុេះបញ្ជ ើ និងទទួលស្ថគ ល់ ស្.ន ្ដ្ឋៈ រដ្ឋបាលជលផល 
និងរោកស្ងួកស្ិកម្មកដ្រឫ្ទ? 

Yes ងន____No អត់្___Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

15.9 What year was the CFi registered? ្ត្ើ ស្.ន បាន ុេះ
បញ្ជ ើ ្ៅឆ្ន ណំា? 

 

 

Unknow អត់្ដ្ងឹ ____ 

15.10 Is there a Community Fishery Area Management 

Plan? ងនកផនការរោគមប់រោគមង ស្.ន កដ្រឫ្ទ? 

Yes ងន____No អត់្___Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

15.11 Are there rules and internal regulations for fisheries 

management in CFi? ងន ាប់ និង បទបញ្ញជ  នផទកនុង 
ស្រោងប់រោគមប់រោគមង ជលផលកនុង ស្.ន កដ្រឫ្ទ? 

Yes ងន____No អត់្___Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

15.12 Are there rules and regulations against illegal 

fishing? ្ត្ើងន ាប់នងិបទបញ្ញជ រោបឆ្ងំនឹង្នស្ថទ
េុស្ ាប់កដ្រឬ្ទ? 

Yes ងន____No អត់្___Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

15.13 Does the CFi have an activity plan for the next six 

months? ្ត្ើ ស្.ន ងនកផនការស្កម្មភាពស្រោងប់ ៦កេ
ខ្ង មុ្េ្ទ? 

Yes ងន____No អត់្___Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

15.14 Does your CFi the conservation area? ្ត្ើ ស្.ន របស់្
អនកងនកកនលងអភិរកេ? 

Yes ងន____No អត់្___Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

16.15 What is the size of the conservation area? ្ត្ើកកនលង
អភិរកេងនទំហ ំប ុន្នម ន? 

   ____     ha. Unknow អត់្ដ្ឹង______ 

15.16 Is the conservation area useful for the conservation 

of the fishery? ្ត្ើកកនលងអភិរកេងនរោប្យជន៍ស្រោងប់
ការអភិរកេជលផលកដ្រឬ្ទ? 

Yes ងន____No អត់្___Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

15.17 Are there conflict over fisheries, fishing area and 

other resources in the area? ្ត្ើងនជំ្ល្លេះ្លើការ
្នស្ថទ ហួស្ កំរតិ្, កកនលង្នស្ថទ និងធនធាន្ផេង
្ទៀត្្ៅកនុងត្ំបន់្នេះកដ្រឬ្ទ? 

Yes ងន____No អត់្___Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

15.18 What types of conflict? ្ត្ើងនជំ្ល្លេះអវើេលេះ? 
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15.19 Does the CFI has a mechanism to resolve conflicts? 

្ត្ើ ស្.ន ងនៈនតកា្ដ្ើម្បើ្ ដ្ឋេះរោស្ថៈទំន្នស់្្ន្នេះ្ទ? 
Yes ងន____No អត់្___Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

15.20 Does the CFi help to resolve conflict in the 

fisheries? ្ត្ើ ស្.ន ជួៈ្ដ្ឋេះរោស្ថៈទំន្នស់្កនុងវស័ិ្ៈ
ជលផល្ទ? 

Yes ងន____No អត់្___Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

15.21 How does the CFi normally resolve conflicts? ្ត្ើ 
CFi ជាធម្មតា្ដ្ឋេះរោស្ថៈជ្ងល េះ្ដ្ឋៈរ្បៀបណា? 

 

 

 

 

15.22 Is illegal fishing a problem? ្ត្ើការ្នស្ថទេុស្ ាប់
គមឺជាបញ្ញា ្ទ? 

Yes ងន____No អត់្___Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

15.23 What type of illegal fishing occurs? ្ត្ើការ្នស្ថទ
េុស្ ាប់អវើេលេះ ្កើត្ងនកនលងម្ក? 

 

 

 

 

 

15.24 What percent (%) of total annual fish harvest comes 

from illegal fishing? តាម្ការបា ន់ស្ថម នផលរោត្ើស្រុប
រោបចាឆំ្ន បំាន ម្កពើការ្នស្ថទេុស្ ាប់ ងនប ុន្នម នភាគម
រៈ? 

___________% 

15.25 Is the government taking effective action to reduce 

illegal fishing? ្ត្ើរដ្ឋឋ ភិបាលចាត់្វធិានការកដ្លងន
រោបស្ិទធិភាព កនុងការ កាត់្បនាៈការ្នស្ថទេុស្ ាប់?  

None អត់្ (0%) Someេលេះ (50%) A great deal

រោបស្ិទធភាព (100%) _______% 

15.26 Does the Community Fisheries Committee work to 

reduce illegal fishing? ្ត្ើ គម.ស្.ន ្ធវើការ្ដ្ើម្បើ កាត់្
បនាៈការ្នស្ថទេុស្ ាប់កដ្រឫ្ទ? 

None អត់្ (0%) Someេលេះ (50%) A great deal

រោបស្ិទធភាព (100%) _______% 

Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង 

15.27 Does the CF do regular patrolling? ្ត្ើ ស្.ន  ុេះ
លាត្ជា្ទៀងទត់្? 

Yes ងន__No អត់្__ Unknown អត់្ដ្ងឹ__ 
Sometimes េលេះ___ Often ជា្ទៀងទត់្ ___ 

15.28 Have illegal fishing activities? ្ត្ើស្ថា នភាពបទ្លមើស្
្នស្ថទយ ងណាកដ្រ? 
 

Increased ្កើន្ឡើង____ Remained the same 

្ៅដ្កដ្ល____ orឫ decreasedងៈ ុេះ____ 

compared to last year ្រោបៀប្ធៀបឆ្ន  ុំង
្រោកាៈ? Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

15.29 Is there any enforcement of the rules and internal 

regulations against illegal fishing? ្ត្ើងនការអនុវត្ត
ណាម្ួៈ នន ាប់ នងិបទបញ្ញជ នផទកនុង រោបឆ្ងំ នងឹការ
្នស្ថទេុស្ ាប់? 

None អត់្ (0%) Some េលេះ (50%) A great deal 
រោបស្ិទធភាព (100%) _______% Unknown 
អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

15.30 Can the CFi punish those who break the rules and 

regulations? ្ត្ើ ស្.ន អា ដ្ឋក់្ទស្ដ្ល់អនកណាកដ្ល
បាន្ធវើេុស្ ាប់ និង បទបញ្ញជ នផទកនុង? 

No ្ទ____ 

Yes, informallyបាទ, ្រោៅផលូវការ_____ 
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Yes, formallyបាទ, ជាផលូវការ_____ Unknown 
អត់្ដ្ឹង_____ 

15.31 What type of punishment? ្ត្ើការដ្ឋក់ទណឌ កម្មកបប
ណា? 

 

 

 

 

Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង_____ 

15.32 Does the CF know what to do when poachers are 

caught? ្ត្ើ ស្.ន ដ្ឹងពើអវើកដ្លរោត្ូវ្ធវើ្ៅ្ពលកដ្ល្គម
ចាប់បានជន្លមើស្? 

 

 

Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង_____ 

15.33 What was the compliance with fishery rules FIVE 

YEARS AGO?  ្ត្ើកាលពើរោបាឆំ្ន មុំ្ន ការរោបត្ិបត្តិតាម្ 
 ាប់ជលផល ងនស្ភាពដូ្ ្ម្ ត កដ្រ? 

No one obeys the fisheries rules______ 

ោម ននរណាងន ក់្ោរព ាប់ជលផល្ទ______ 

Some people obey the rules_______ 

ម្នុស្េម្ៈួ ំននួ្ោរព ាប់ជលផល______ 

Everyone obeys fisheries rules_______ 

ម្នុស្េរោគមប់ោន ្ោរព ាប់ជលផល______ 

Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង______ 
 

15.34 What was the compliance with fishery rules NOW? 

្ត្ើប ចុបបនន ការរោបត្ិបត្តិតាម្  ាប់ជលផល ងនស្ភាព
ដូ្ ្ម្ ត កដ្រ? 

No one obeys the fisheries rules______ 

ោម ននរណាងន ក់្ោរព ាប់ជលផល្ទ______ 

Some people obey the rules_______ 

ម្នុស្េម្ៈួ ំននួ្ោរព ាប់ជលផល______ 

Everyone obeys fisheries rules_______ 

ម្នុស្េរោគមប់ោន ្ោរព ាប់ជលផល______ 

Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង_____ 

15.35 Are there indigenous people (non-Khmer) in the 

village? ្ត្ើងនជនជាត្ិភាគមត្ិ  (ម្ិនកម្នកេមរ) ្ៅកនុង
ភូម្ិកដ្រឬ្ទ? 

Yes ងន__No អត់្___ Unknown អត់្ដ្ងឹ___ 

15.36 If yes, are there indigenous people members of the 

CFi? រោបស្ិន្បើងន / ្ត្ើងនជនជាត្ិ្ដ្ើម្ភាគមត្ិ កដ្ល
ជាស្ងជកិនន CFi កដ្រឬ្ទ? 

Yes ងន__No អត់្___ Unknown អត់្ដ្ងឹ___ 

15.37 Is your participation to the CFi operation 

satisfactory? ្ត្ើការ ូលរមួ្របស់្អនក ំ្ពាេះរោបត្ិបត្តិការ 
ស្.ន ្ពញ តិ្ត កដ្រឬ្ទ? 

Yes ងន__No អត់្___ Unknown អត់្ដ្ងឹ___ 

15.38 Is corruption an issue in the CFI management? ្ត្ើ
អំ្ពើពុករលួៈគមឺជាបញ្ញា ្ៅកនុងការរោគមប់រោគមងរបស់្ ស្.ន 
កដ្រឬ្ទ? 

Yes ងន__No អត់្___ Unknown អត់្ដ្ងឹ___ 

15.39 Have CFi members received any training or 

awareness raising on gender concept, gender issues 

in fishery and aquaculture sector? ្ត្ើស្ងជិក ស្.ន 
ទទួល បានការបណតុ េះបណាត ល ឬការ្លើកកំពស់្ ការ

Yes ងន__No អត់្___ Unknown អត់្ដ្ងឹ___ 
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ៈល់ដ្ឹងអំពើគមនំិត្្ៈនឌ័្រ បញ្ញា  ្ៈនឌ័្រ កនុងវស័ិ្ៈជល
ផល នងិវារ ើវបបកម្មកដ្រឬ្ទ? 

15.40 Have you heard about FiA’s gender mainstreaming 

policy and action plan for the fisheries sector? ្ត្ើអនក
ធាល ប់ឮ អំពើ្ោលន្យបាៈបស្រញ្ជប្ៈនឌ័្រ របស្់រដ្ឋបាលជល
ផល ស្រោងប់ វស័ិ្ៈជលផល? 

Yes ងន__No អត់្___ Unknown អត់្ដ្ងឹ___ 

15.41 

 

Do women participate actively in Community 

Fisheries activities? ្ត្ើស្រស្តើ ូលរមួ្ស្កម្ម្ៅកនុង
ស្កម្មភាព  ស្.ន កដ្រឬ្ទ? 

1- ូលរមួ្រោបជុំជា្ទៀងទត់្, 2- រាៈការណ៏ពើការ
្នស្ថទេុស្ ាប់,  
3-  ុេះលាត្ 4- ដ្ឋនំរោពលិ ទកឹ 5- ្ផេងៗ 
 

15.42 What are your suggestion to improve the active 

participations of women in the CFi? ្ត្ើអនកងន
្យបល់អវើ្ដ្ើម្បើ្ ធវើឲ្យរោប្ស្ើរ្ឡើង កនុងការ ូលរមួ្របស់្
ស្រស្តើ កនុង ស្.ន 

 

 

 

 

 

 

15.43 

 

Do indigenous people (if any) participate actively in 

Community Fisheries activities? ្ត្ើជនជាត្ិ្ដ្ើម្ភាគម
ត្ិ    ូលរមួ្យ ងស្កម្ម្ៅកនុងស្កម្មភាព ស្.ន ឬ្ទ? 

Yes ងន___No អត់្___ Unknown អត់្
ដ្ឹង___ 

 

15.44 What are your suggestion to improve the active 

participations of indigenous people (if any) in the 

CFi? 

្ត្ើអនកងនអនុស្ថស្ន៍អវើ្ដ្ើម្បើ្ ធវើឲ្យរោប្ស្ើរ្ឡើង កនុងការ
 ូលរមួ្ស្កម្ម ននជនជាត្ិ ្ដ្ើម្ភាគមត្ ិ (រោបស្ិន្បើ
ងន) កនុង ស្.ន 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

16. Financial sustainability of the CFI នរិនតរភាពហរិញ្ាវត្ាុរបស់្ ស្.ន  
 

16.1 Does the CFC seek funding? ្ត្ើ គម.ស្.ន បានកស្វង
រកមូ្លនធិិ្ទ? 

Yes ងន___No អត់្__Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

16.2 Does the CFC get funding? ្ត្ើ គម.ស្.ន ទទួលបាន
មូ្លនិធិកដ្រឫ្ទ? 

Yes ងន__No អត់្__Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

16.3 If yes, how is the CFi financed? 

្បើស្ិនជាទទួលបាន ្ត្ើ ស្.ន ទទលួបានហរិញ្ាវត្ាុ ពើ
ណាម្កេលេះ? 

No funding ម្ិនទទលួបានមូ្លនិធិ្ទ______ 

Government រដ្ឋឋ ភិបាល___ 

NGO អងគការ___ 

Donor ងច ស់្ជំនួៈ____ 

Peoples រោបជាជន____ 

Companies រោកុម្ហ ុន_____ 

Church រោពេះវហិារ_____ 

Other (specify) ្ផេងៗ_____ 
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Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

16.4 Does the CFC manage finances well? ្ត្ើ គម.ស្.ន 
រោគមប់រោគមងហរិញ្ាវត្ាុលអកដ្រឬ្ទ? 

Yes ងន___No អត់្__Unknown អត់្ដ្ងឹ___ 

16.5 Are the finances record (income and expenditures) 

of the CF available for all members to examine? 

្ត្ើកំណត់្រោតាហរិញ្ាវត្ាុ ( ណូំល និង ំណាៈ) របស់្ 
ស្.ន ងនឲ្យស្ងជកិទងំអស់្ ្ដ្ើម្បើពនិិត្យ្ម្ើល្ទ? 

Yes ងន___No អត់្__Unknown អត់្ដ្ងឹ___ 

 

 

Details about the Community Fishery COMMITTEE (CFC) ព័ត៌្ងនលអំតិ្អពំើ គម.ស្.ន 

 

17.1 Is there a Community Fisheries COMMITTEE?  ្ត្ើ
ងន គម.ស្.ន? 

Yes ងន__No អត់្_Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង__ 

17.2 Are you a member of the Community Fishery 

Committee? ្ត្ើអនកជាស្ងជិក គម.ស្.ន? 
Yes ងន_ No អត់្__Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង_ 

17.3 TOTAL NUMBER of Committee members  ំនួន
ស្ងជិកគមណពកងម ការស្រុប 

 

17.4 Any specific quota for female for committee 

member? ្ត្ើងនកណំត់្កបកភាពស្រស្តើស្រោងប់ គម.ស្.ន 
កដ្រឬ្ទ? 

Yes ងន__No អត់្__Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង_ 

17.5 Number of FEMALE Committee Members  ំនួនស្រស្តើ
ជាស្ងជកិគមណពកងម ការស្រុប 

 

17.6 Positions of FEMALE committee members 

ត្ួន្នទើរបស់្ស្ងជិកគមណពកងម ការជាស្រស្តើ 
CFC chiefរោបធាន__ Vice chiefរោបធាន___ 

Accountant គមណ្នៈយ_____ Extension

ផេពវផាៈ____ Patrolling រោកុម្
លាត្______ Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___  

17.7 Does the CFC meet/consult CFi members? ្ត្ើគម.ស្.ន 
ជួបរោបជុំ /ពិ្រោោេះ ្យបល់ជាម្ួៈស្ងជិក ស្.ន កដ្រ
ឬ្ទ? 

Yes ងន__No អត់្__Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង_ 

17.8 How often does the CFC meet with members? 

 ្ត្ើ គម.ស្.ន កត្ងកត្ជួបជាម្ៈួស្ងជកិប ុន្នម នដ្ង? 

___times/year ដ្ង/ឆ្ន  ំUnknown អត់្ដ្ងឹ__ 

17.9 Does the CFC report violations? ្ត្ើ គម.ស្.ន រាៈ
ការណ៍ពើការរ ំ្ល្លភ បំពានឬ្ទ? 

Yes ងន__No អត់្__Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

17.10 Does the CFC coordinate with commune council or 

the Fisheries cantonment? ្ត្ើ គម.ស្.ន ្ធវើការស្រោម្ប
ស្រោម្ួលជាម្ួៈ រោកមុ្រោបឹកា  ុ ំឬេណឌ ជលផលកដ្រឬ្ទ? 

Yes ងន__No អត់្__Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 
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17.11 Does the CFC Develop networks with other CFs and 

organizations? ្ត្ើ គម.ស្.ន ប្ងកើត្បណាត ញជាម្ួៈ ស្.ន 
និងអងគការ ដ៏្នទ្ទៀត្កដ្រឬ្ទ? 

Yes ងន__No អត់្__Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

17.12 Does the CFC engage with women in the 

community? ្ត្ើ គម.ស្.ន បាន ូលរមួ្ជាម្ួៈស្រស្តើ្ៅកនុង
ស្ហគមម្ន៍ឬ្ទ? 

Yes ងន__No អត់្__Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

17.13 Does the CFC engage in community development 

projects? ្ត្ើ គម.ស្.ន បាន ូលរមួ្កនុងគម្រោងងអភិវឌ្ឍន៍
ស្ហគមម្ន៍កដ្រឬ្ទ? 

Yesងន__Noអត់្__Unknownអត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

17.14 Were elections and re-elections for the CFC open to 

everyone? ្ត្ើការ្បាេះ្ឆ្ន ត្ និងការ្បាេះ្ឆ្ន ត្្ឡើងវញិ
ស្រោងប់ គម.ស្.ន ្បើក  ហំរដ្ល់ម្នុស្េរោគមប់ោន ្ទ? 

Yes ងន__No អត្__ Unknown អត់្ដ្ងឹ___ 

17.15 Does the CFC represent all affected groups in fisheries 

management decision-making? ្ត្ើរាល់កាស្្រោម្ តិ្ត
របស់្ គម.ស្.ន ត្ំណាងឱ្យផលរោប្យជន៏របស់្រោបជាជន
កដ្រឬ្ទ? 

Yes ងន__Noអត់្_ Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង__ 

17.16 Are decisions by the CFC made openly or 

transparently? ្ត្ើការស្ំ្រ  ិត្ត្ដ្ឋៈ គម.ស្.ន បាន្ធវើ
្ឡើង្ដ្ឋៈ ំហរ ឬត្ងល ភាព្ទ? 

Yes ងន__Noអត់្__ Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង_ 

17.17 How fair was the allocation of access rights FIVE 

YEARS AGO? កាលពើរោបាឆំ្ន មុំ្ន ្ត្ើការផតល់ស្ិទធ
្នស្ថទងនភាព្ស្មើរោន ឬ្ទ? 

 

Unfair ______________ 

ម្ិនងនភាពស្ម្ធម៌្្ទ__________ 

Some unfairness______________ 

ម្ិនងនភាពស្ម្ធម៌្ម្ួៈ នំនួ__________ 

Completely fair  

ងនភាពស្ម្ធម៌្ទងំរោស្ុង__________ 

Unknown អត់្ដ្ងឹ___ 

17.18 How fair was the allocation of access rights NOW? 
ន្ន្ពលប ចុបបនន ្ត្ើការផតល់ស្ិទធ្នស្ថទងនភាព្ស្មើរោន
ឬ្ទ? 

 

 

Unfair ______________ 

ម្ិនងនភាពស្ម្ធម៌្្ទ__________ 

Some unfairness______________ 

ម្ិនងនភាពស្ម្ធម៌្ម្ួៈ នំនួ__________ 

Completely fair  

ងនភាពស្ម្ធម៌្ទងំរោស្ុង__________ 

Unknown អត់្ដ្ងឹ___ 

17.19 (For female) Do you have any difficulty in 

performing your task on the committee? (See the 

note) (Female only ស្ួរស្រោងប់កត្ស្រស្តើជាគមណេះកម្មកា) 
 (ស្រោងប់ស្រស្តើ) ្ត្ើអនកងនការលំបាកកនុងការ បំ្ពញភារ
កិ ចរបស់្អនក កនុង គមណពកងម ការកដ្រឬ្ទ? (្ម្ើលកណំត់្
 ំណាខំ្ង្រោកាម្) 
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17.20 (For female) What is your recommendation to 

improve women’s performance as CFC members?     

(ស្រោងប់ស្រស្តើ) ្ត្ើអនកងន្យបលអវើ្ដ្ើម្បើកកលម្អការ   
អនុវត្ត ការងាររបស់្ ស្រស្តើជា ស្ងជិក គម.ស្.ន? 

 

17.21 (For male) According to you, what are women’s 

difficulties in performing tasks in the committee? 

(See the note) (Male only ស្ួរស្រោងប់កត្បុរស្) 

(ស្រោងប់បុរស្) ្យង្ៅតាម្្យបលរបស់្អនក្ត្ើអវើជា
ការលំបាក របស់្ស្រស្តើ កនុង ការបំ្ពញការងារ្ៅកនុងគមណព
កងម ការ? 

 

17.22 (For male) What is your recommendation to improve 

women’s performance as CFC members?     

្ត្ើអនកងនអនុស្ថស្ន៍អវើ្ដ្ើម្បើកកលម្អការអនុវត្តរបស់្ស្រស្តើ
ជាស្ងជកិ CFC? 

 

 

Note: mention   

 Work load បនទុកការងារ 
 Household work load (involved more in domestic work). បនទុកការងារកនុងផទេះ    (ជាប់ពាក់ព័នធ

្រោ ើន នឹងការងារ កនុងរោគមួស្ថរ)  

 Lack of support from other CFC members. េវេះការោរំោទពើស្ងជកិ គម.ស្.ន ដ្នទ្ទៀត្  

 My voice is not heard ស្ំ្លងរបស់្េញុ ំម្និរោត្ូវបានល ឺ

 Lack of support from my family េវេះការោរំោទពើរោគមួស្ថររបស់្េញុ ំ
 Culture constraint ឧបស្គមគវបបធម៌្  

 Other ្ផេង្ទៀត្ 
 

 

18 Impact of CF ផលប េះពាល់ នន ស្.ន  

18.1 Has your access to the river to fish improved as a 

member of the CFi ្ត្ើកនុងន្នម្អនកជាស្ងជិក ស្.ន 
ងនស្ិទធជាអាទិភាពកនុងការ្នស្ថទរោប្ស្ើរជាងមុ្នកដ្រ
ឬ្ទ?  

Yes ងន___No អត់្___Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

18.2 Do you think that being a member of the CFi has 

helped you to socially and economically benefit 

rather than being alone? ្ត្ើអនកគមិត្ថាការ្ធវើជា
ស្ងជិករបស់្ ស្.ន បានជៈួអនកកនុង ការ អនុវត្តស្ងគម្
និង្ស្ដ្ឋកិ ចលអរោប្ស្ើរជាងការ្ៅកត្ឯង? 

Yes ងន____No អត់្___Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

18.3 If yes, please explain how? រោបស្ិន្បើងន ,បាន្ដ្ឋៈរ្បៀបណា? 

More fish catch ចាប់រោត្ើបាន្រោ ើន_____ More income បាន ណូំល្រោ ើន______  

more markets for fish រោត្ើងនទើផារ្រោ ើន _______ Alternative livelihood របរ ិញ្ច ឹម្ជើវតិ្______   
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Other (specify) ្ផេងៗ បញ្ញជ ក់ 

18.4 How would you describe the condition of the fish 

stock five years ago? ្ត្ើអនកអនកអា រោបាប់េញុ ំបាន្ទ
អំពើស្ថា នភាព ននផលរោត្ើ កាលពើរោបាឆំ្ន មុំ្ន? 

Very bad អារោកក់ណាស់្______ bad 

អារោកក់________ neither good nor bad ម្ិនថាលអ
ឬអារោកក់______ good លអ_____ very goodលអ
ណាស់្________Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

18.5 How would you describe the condition of the fish 

stock today? ្ត្ើអនកអនកអា រោបាប់េញុបំាន្ទអំពើស្ថា ន
ភាព ននផលរោត្ើ ប ចុបបនន្នេះ? 

 

  

Very bad អារោកក់ណាស់្______ bad 

អារោកក់________ neither good nor badម្ិនថាលអ
ឬអារោកក់______ good លអ_____ very good លអ
ណាស់្____Unknown អត់្ដ្ងឹ___ 

18.6 Do you feel that the CFi has improved the fish 

stock in the area? ្ត្ើអនកងនអារម្មណ៍ថា ស្.ន បានកក
លម្អផលស្តុករោត្ើ ្ៅកនុងត្ំបន់្នេះកដ្រឬ្ទ? 

Yes ងន___Noអត់្__ Unknown អត់្ដ្ងឹ___ 

18.7 What would you say about the management of the 

fish resource FIVE YEARS AGO? ្ត្ើអនកគមតិ្យ ង
ដូ្ ្ម្ត  ំ្ពាេះការរោគមប់រោគមងធនធានជលផលកាលពើរោបាំ
ឆ្ន មុំ្ន? 

Fish resource not managed _____ 

ោម នការរោគមប់រោគមងធនធានរោត្ើ្ទ_____ 

Some management initiatives_____ 

ងនការរោគមប់រោគមងម្ួៈ ំនួន_____ 

Good initiatives_______ 

ងនការរោគមប់រោគមងលអ_____ 

Good sustainable management_____ 

ងនការរោគមប់រោគមងលអរោបកប្ដ្ឋៈនិរនតរ
ភាព_____Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

18.8 What would you say about the management of the 

fish resource NOW? ្ត្ើអនកគមិត្យ ងដូ្ ្ម្ត  ំ្ពាេះការ
រោគមប់រោគមងធនធានជលផលកនុង្ពលប ចុបបនន? 

Fish resource not managed _____ 

ោម នការរោគមប់រោគមងធនធានរោត្ើ្ទ_____ 

Some management initiatives_____ 

ងនការរោគមប់រោគមងម្ួៈ ំនួន_____ 

Good initiatives_______ 

ងនការរោគមប់រោគមងលអ_____ 

Good sustainable management_____ 

ងនការរោគមប់រោគមងលអរោបកប្ដ្ឋៈនិរនតរ
ភាព_____Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

18.9 Do you feel that the CFi has improved the habitats 

(wetlands, flooded forests) for fish in the area?  

្ត្ើអនកងនអារម្មណ៍ថា   ស្.ន បាន្ធវើឱ្យរោប្ស្ើរ្ឡើងនូវ
ជរោម្ក (ត្ំបន់ដ្ើ្ស្ើម្ និងនរោពលិ ទឹក) ស្រោងប់រោត្ើ្ៅ
កនុងត្ំបន់្នេះកដ្រឬ្ទ? 

Yes ងន____No អត់្___Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 
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19. Impact of management ផលប េះពាល់ ននការរោគមប់រោគមង 
 

19.1 Do you feel that the condition of the fish resource is 

stable or has improved thanks to management?        
្ត្ើអនកងនអារម្មណ៍ថាស្ថា នភាពននធនធានជលផលងន        
្ស្ារភាព ឬងនការរោប្ស្ើរ្ឡើង្ដ្ឋៈស្ថរការរោគមប់រោគមង
្នេះ្ទ? 

Yes ងន___No អត់្___Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

19.2 Do you expect the fishery to maintain its current level 

of productivity over the next 5 years? ្ ត្ើអនករពំឹងថាការ
្នស្ថទ នឹងរកាកំរតិ្ផលិត្ភាពដូ្ ប ចុបបនន បានរៈព
្ពល ៥ឆ្ន  ំខ្ងមុ្េ្ទៀត្្ទ? 

Yes ងន___No អត់្___Unknown អត់្ដ្ឹង___ 

19.3 
 

If no, why? រោបស្ិន្បើអត់្, ្ហតុ្អវើ? 
 
 
 
 

19.4 In your opinion, how can the management of fisheries be improved (recommended action for fish 

stock sustainability and better social organization)?  

តាម្្យបល់របស់្អនក ្ត្ើការរោគមប់រោគមងជលផលរោត្ូវបានកកលម្អរ (ស្កម្មភាពកដ្លបានកណន្នសំ្រោងប់និរនត
រពភាព ផលស្តុករោត្ើ និងអងគការស្ងគម្សុ្ើវលិបានលអរោប្ស្ើរជាងមុ្ន)? 
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20. EXTENSION SERVICES ្ស្វាកម្មផេពវផាៈ 
 

20.1 How do you usually receive information relating to economic and fisheries management related 

activities? (Rank in order of frequency: 1 to 9, noted from rank number 1 for information is often 

received until number 9 for information is less received).  

ជាទូ្ៅ្ត្ើអនកទទលួព័ត៌្ងនកដ្លទក់ទងនងឹស្កម្មភាពពាក់ព័នធនងឹការរោគមប់រោគមង្ស្ដ្ឋក ិច និងធនធានជល
ផល? ( ំណាត់្ថាន ក់តាម្លដំ្ឋប់លំ្ដ្ឋៈពើ ្លេ 1 ដ្ល់ 9។  កំណត់្ស្ំោល់ពើ ណំាត់្ថាន ក់្លេ 1 ស្រោងប់
ព័ត៌្ងនរោត្ូវបានទទួលញឹកញាប់ និងបនតបន្នទ ប់រហូត្ដ្ល់្លេ 9 ស្រោងប់ព័ត៌្ងនរោត្ូវបានទទលួត្ិ ជាង្គម) 

 

a. Word of mouth (friends and neighbors) ពើងត់្ម្ួៈ្ៅងត់្ម្ួៈ (ម្តិ្តភកតិ និងអនកជតិ្ខ្ង) 
b. Groups, association, network (CF, Community Base Organization) CBO, and other groups) 

រោកុម្, ស្ងគមម្ន៍, បណាត ញ (ស្.ន, ស្ហគមម្ន័មូ្លដ្ឋឋ ន និង រោកុម្ដ្នទ្ទៀត្) 
c. Village and commune chiefs/officials តាម្្ម្ភូម្ិ និង្ម្ ុ ំ 
d. Village/commune police តាម្ប ូលើស្ភូម្ិ និងប ូលើស្បុស្តិ៍ 
e. Provincial and district government departments ម្នទើរ នងិការយិល័ៈតាម្រោស្កុ 

f. NGOs អងគការ្រោៅរដ្ឋឋ ភិបាល 
g. Television/Radio ទូរទស្េន៍/វទិយុ 
h. Business people and money lenders អនករកសុ្ើ នងិតាម្អ ងការរោបាក់ 

i. Other, specify ្ផេង្ទៀត្បញ្ញជ ក់...............  
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20.2 Do extension agents contact you or any women fishers to provide technical information or market 

information for your fishing and aquaculture?  

ងនភាន ក់ងារផេពវផាៈទក់ទងអនក ឫក៏អនក្នស្ថទស្រស្តើណាងន ក់ ្ដ្ើម្បើផតល់ពត៌្ងនប្ ចក្ទស្ពត៌្ងនទើ
ផារ ស្រោងប់ការ្នស្ថទ និងការ ិញ្ច ឹម្រោត្ើរបស់្អនក? 

 Yes ងន_____ 

 No អត់្______ 

20.3 In your opinion, do you feel that the local administration is helpful to you if you request any 

assistance, especially with respect to CFi conflicts?  

្ៅកនុងគមំនិត្របស់្អនក្ត្ើអនកគមិត្ថារដ្ឋបាលមូ្លដ្ឋឋ នងនរោប្យជន៍ ំ្ពាេះអនក្ទ្បើអនក្ស្នើសំុ្ជំនួៈណាម្ួៈជា
ពិ្ស្ស្ទក់ទងនឹងជ្ងល េះ CFi? 

 Yes ងន_____ 

 No អត់្______ 

20.4 Question to both men and women: ស្ំណួរស្ួរទងំ បុរស្ និងស្រស្តើ 
What is the challenge FOR WOMEN to access information and services  

អវើកដ្លជាបញ្ញា រោបឈម្ស្រោងប់ស្រស្តើ្ដ្ើម្បើទទួលបានព័ត៌្ងននិង្ស្វាកម្ម 
 

 

 

 

20.5 What are your recommendations to improve the extension service?  

្ដ្ើម្បើកកលម្អរ្ស្វាកម្មបកនាម្ ្ត្ើអនកងនអនុស្ថស្ន៍របស់្អវើេលេះ? 
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#186, Preah Norodom Blvd., Phnom Penh, Cambodia
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Background

The project “Mekong Integrated Water
Resources Management - Phase III” is funded
by the World Bank. The objective of this
project is to establish the foundation for
effective water resource and fisheries
management in the northeast of Cambodia.
Within this project, Component 1 (Fisheries
and aquatic resources management in
Northern Cambodia) is executed by the
Fisheries Administration and implemented by
the Inland Fisheries Research and
Development Institute. The objective of this
component is to improve the management of
fish and aquatic resources in selected areas in
Kratie and Stung Treng provinces.


